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Notice to Readers & Contributors
This magazine is a publication by the Hang Gliding Federation of 
Australia (HGFA).

Contributions are always needed. Articles, photos and illus
trations are all welcome, although the editor and the HGFA Board 
reserve the right to edit or delete con tributions where necessary. 
Materials of unknown origin won’t be pub lished. 

All contributions should be accom panied by the con tri bu tor’s 
name, address and membership number for verifica tion purposes. 

Photographs can be submitted via email, web client, CD, DVD 
or printed on gloss paper for scanning. Drawings, maps, cartoons, 
diagrams, etc, should be in black ink on white paper or electronic 
formats for colour. Lettering may be pencilled light ly but clearly on 
the artwork, to be typeset.

Views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those  
of the HGFA nor the Editor’s. They are strictly the views of the  
author/contributor.

Copyright in this publication is vested in the HGFA. Copyright 
in articles and other contributions is vested in each of the authors/
photographers in respect of their contribution.

SkySailor Editorial Contributions
The contact points for HGFA members sub mitting to SkySailor are the 
HGFA Editor/Graphic Designer and the HGFA Office. These contacts 
should be used accord ing to the directions below.

Editor/Graphic Designer HGFA Office & Sales
Suzy Gneist  Ph: 03 9336 7155  
Ph: 07 5445 7796 Fax: 03 9336 7177 
<skysailor@hgfa.asn.au>  <office@hgfa.asn.au> 
Post to: 57 Alice Dixon Drive,  [www.hgfa.asn.au] 
Flaxton QLD 4560 4c/60 Keilor Park Drive,  
  Keilor East VIC 3033
Articles 
HGFA members should submit articles to the HGFA Editor. Article text 
is preferred by email to <skysailor@hgfa.asn.au> either as a Word 
document or plain text file, photos can be uploaded via DropBox or 
similar or sent via post to 57 Alice Dixon Drive, Flaxton QLD 4560, 
either as print copies or high resolution JPGs or TIFs on CD/DVD. 
Photos must be accompanied by full captions and photo grapher 
names on a separate text file (.txt) on the CD/DVD. 

Display Advertising 
Commercial operators wishing to place a display advert should email 
the Editor/Graphic Designer to receive a booking form and detailed 
artwork specifications. 

News, Letters to the Editor, New Products, Calendar Entries 
HGFA members should send the above editorial items to the Editor,  
as text in the body of an email to <skysailor@hgfa.asn.au>. 

Classifieds, Club Executive & Member Updates 
HGFA members should submit classifieds (secondhand gear for sale)  
and changes of address details (whether for Club Executives or 
individual members) to the HGFA Office <office@hgfa.asn.au>. See 
the Classifieds section at end of this magazine for more details. 

HGFA Website Contributions
Please email Club News to <clubnews@hgfa.asn.au> and Comp 
News to <compnews@hgfa.asn.au>. The information is for ward ed to 
SkySailor and the maintainers of the HGFA website.

SkySailor Magazine <skysailor@hgfa.asn.au> 
Airwaves Newsletter <airwaves@hgfa.asn.au>
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But paragliding is like that at times… It can seem unreal, like an altered state of 
consciousness or perhaps even a form of meditation where there is no ego, no past 
and present, no stream of thought apart from finding the core of the thermal, judging 
distance from a cliff face, keeping the wing inflated. Flying with others yet in solitude.

The contrast between shopping in the Jumbo Mall in Iquique for bread rolls and fruit 
and cruising over the Mystic Dunes near Palo Buque is immense. Either circumstance 
seems to make the other seem unreal or at least ‘other worldly’. Then at other times I am 
convinced that flying is all about ego – it is a vanity or indeed a frivolity. One billion people 

in the world live in extreme 
poverty. They can barely 
afford a pair of sandals and I 
am jetting around the world 
just to throw a wing over 
my head and play. Endless 
youtube videos attest to 
the fact that this is about 
one’s exploits being seen.

F or me, this was my third trip to the area and a time to achieve some small personal goals – improved thermalling skills, better wing control in 
turbulence and some XC flights that would probably rate as easy, but which provided me with some serious challenges.

There are contradictory feelings as well – sadness and anxiety – as one of our party has had a serious accident and I have just visited her in 
the German clinic in the city and it appears she has a long road to recovery ahead. In those three weeks I saw other bad accidents and several 

major wing collapses. 
Iquique demands respect and reinforces what we all know – the importance of remaining current, of exercising the choice 

not to fly, of knowing when to head out to land and the need to listen to those who know the area well.
The Atacama is a big landscape, a place of no rain, where virtually nothing grows except cacti which feed off 

cloud vapour high on the mountain sides. The launch sites can be up to around 3000ft high and some, 
like Alto Chipana, with a rock strewn surface and steep drop off, are intimidating. The headlands 

are imposing, some jutting into the sea, and in certain wind conditions rotor is a serious 
consideration, necessitating a wide trajectory or a climb well over the top. 

Back in the hotel in Iquique, with car alarms shrieking and sirens 
blaring day and night, I was at times inclined to think it was all 

a fantasy, that it could not have been possible that I was 
scratching to climb out of the gap in the range 

at Rio Seco or that I was being vacuumed 
into the clouds at Alto Hospicio.  

Fossils
in the Atacama Desert

I am sitting in the lounge of the Paris Londres 

‘boutique’ hotel in Santiago, Chile. The hotel cat 

has adopted me and seems profoundly comfortable 

on my lap, while I am experiencing cracked and 

bleeding feet, the unwelcome pangs of an arthritic 

knee and deep weariness. Yet I am also feeling 

considerable satisfaction and elation after three 

weeks of flying in and around Iquique in the north 

of the country, on the edge of the Atacama Desert. 

by Wes Kilham

Calin and Anita from Tasmania relax after a day’s flying

Larry lands at Palo Buque close to sunset

Makeshift windsock  
at Alto Hospicio

Bryan ready to launch  
at Alto Hospicio

Cacti at Alto Chipana launch

Success: Returning to Iquique after an XC
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Here in the Paris Londres I suspend the multitude 
of thoughts that crowd my brain. I am all too aware 
of the cracked feet and the arthritis, and despite the 
contradictions when I am at 2000ft at Punta Gruesa I 
want to be at 3000ft and complete an XC by flying back 
to the city and landing on the beach. At such a time only 
the next thermal matters. 

The trips are organised by Luis Rosenkjer of Atlanta 
Paragliding and Todd Weigand of Wallowa Paragliding, 

regularly accompanied by Ken Hudonjorgensen of ‘Two Can 
Fly’ and this year by Kevin Lee of ‘Thermal Tracker Paragliding’.

Independent travel is possible of course, but access to the coastal sites, including San Marcos, Black Mountain, 
Alto Chipana and others, would be almost impossible without our 4WD vehicles and local drivers.  It is also somewhat 

It’s on again!

Immerse yourself in the flying culture of the  
European Alps on a 14-day paragliding adventure.

20 August to 2 September 2015
6 to 19 September 2015

Stunning sites and amazing flights. 
You’ll return a totally different pilot.

All skill levels catered for. 
Low airtime pilots through to Advanced.
Participant number are strictly limited.

Please contact Phil Hystek at

info@pgqld.com.au

0418 155 317

Europe Paragliding Tours 2015

useful to have planned retrieves.  The instruction is excellent and we always have a lot 
of fun as a group. 

This year for the first time there were other Australians on the tour and I am sure 
that Iquique opened up a whole new world of paragliding, especially for those who had 
only flown coastal sites. Iquique may face the ocean, but it is mostly about thermalling, 
with very limited ridge soaring options. 

Alto Hospicio is the site above the city and as the easiest to access it can be 
crowded and a little chaotic at times. With sufficient height it is easy enough to fly 
over the city and land at one of the beaches, Playa Brava or Playa Cavancha, and then 
walk back to the hotel. Occasionally pilots miss the thermals and have to land in the 
sand dunes or the soccer fields, but landing options are good.

A northwesterly air flow helps if a pilot decides to head south, to Palo Buque, Black 
Mountain or beyond, although flying past the airport is forbidden, except on weekends. 
Fighter jets and helicopters occupy the skies on a regular basis.

Palo Buque itself is a world famous site as we launch from the base of the 
mountain. In stronger winds only a short kite is required, followed by climbing on a 
small projecting hill, then a transition to the sand covered face. It is almost always 
flown in the late afternoon.  Options abound – skimming the sand, climbing to cloud 
base, XC journeys or acro.  The wind often persists until sunset, so three or four hour 
flights are a real possibility.

This was another year for the three ‘Flying Fossils’ to stake their claim that ‘Fossils 
Rule’. Dave Hellerstein is the most fossilised at 73, I am close at 71 and Larry MeElheny 
is a mere 70. All of us had our small special moments. Larry consistently showed how 
to fly in light air, working the fledgling thermals, Dave jumped from thermal to thermal 
and led the charge back to Iquique on our last XC and I made some satisfying saves from 
low on the mountain, working back to cloudbase.

Kiting wars at Palo Buque

Larry at Alto Hospicio launch

Dave rests at Palo Buque

Acro demonstration at Cavancha Beach

Luis shows his style
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Iquique city

SECOND TOUR 
due to popular demand
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Flying the Atacama

We have been to a far place
where ancient cacti feed
on the vapour of the clouds
where gulls soar high
on thermic lift and cry
their message to an arching sky

We have spread our wings
on rocky Atacaman crests
and wrested from the growing day
such joy that few might know 
and all the babbling noise of
humankind below was some
mere speck of consciousness
as we worked the ebb and flow 

Back here in the Paris Londres I continue to face the 
contradictions – the joy, the fear, the occasional lack of 
confidence when the midday rowdy air is thrashing the 
canopy, the exhilaration of clearing a huge headland, the 
companionship of good friends, the concern when there 
is an accident – they are all part of the flying experience.  

My wonderful mother, who lived to 101 (and a 
half) always used to suggest I give up that “silly 
flying business,” she used to say to me, “Now Wesley, 
remember you are not a bird. It is simply not natural for 
a man of your age to try to fly.”

Here in the Paris Londres I think about mother as well 
and her words of advice, but Iquique casts a strong spell 
and I’m inclined to think I’ll be heading back again to join 
the fossils and fly those huge sand dunes and try for 
longer crosscountry flights. 

No, I am not a bird. That much is clear, but life will 
always remain complex and contradictory.   

Atacama desert
All photos: Wes Kilham

Todd showing his skills

XC along the Chilean coastline

The three fossils, from left: Wes Kilham, Dave Hellerstein and Larry McElheny

Preparing to launch from San Marcos for an XC flight

Launch at Alto Chipana, south of Iquique
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Changes to 
Publication Dates 

in 2015
To bring the magazine in line with the calendar 

year, publication dates will change this year, 

resulting in one less issue produced in 2015.

by the Editor

The Following Issues Will Appear In 2015/2016:

Issues 2015 Contibutions Deadline Advertising Bookings
February/March 2015 1 January 2015 1 January 2015
April/May/June 2015 1 March 2015 1 March 2015
July/August 2015 1 June 2015 1 June 2015
September/October 2015 1 August 2015 1 August 2015
November/December 2015 1 October 2015 1 October 2015

Issues 2016 Contibutions Deadline Advertising Bookings
January/February 2016 1 December 2015 1 December 2015
March/April 2016 1 February 2016 1 February 2016
May/June 2016 1 April 2015 1 April 2015
July/August 2016 1 June 2015 1 June 2015
September/October 2016 1 August 2015 1 August 2015
November/December 2016 1 October 2015 1 October 2015

As the editor, I endeavour to use all materials provided to me by members in the 
next possible issue, however, due to the production taking two weeks in assembly and 
two weeks for printing and mailing, lead times for the magazine remain four weeks.

Materials that are date specific need to be forwarded with plenty of lead time to be 
included in a relevant issue. This affects ‘Calendar’ events, changes in ‘Contacts’, ‘News’ 
releases, advertising bookings and particularly summer issue (November/December)
inclusions which have to be prepared at the start of October within the new schedule.

To compensate for the reduced frequency, I will increase the page content for each 
issue in line with the contributions received if necessary.

Magazine Submissions

Articles can be emailed to the Editor at <skysailor@hgfa.asn.au>.

Photos can be shared via Dropbox or GoogleDocs links, DVD or email attachments  
depending on the size of the contribution. Printing requires high resolution images 
(unlike web publication) – please include the photographer’s name and captions as a 
text file or within the file name or email.

Advertisements can be booked with the Editor at <skysailor@hgfa.asn.au>. 
Invoices will be issued after publication by the HGFA Office for payment.

Classifieds can be booked with the HGFA Office via <office@hgfa.asn.au> and are 
free to current regular members (after currency check). Commercial operators and 
nonmembers will be charged an inclusion fee before publication by the HGFA Office. 

I look forward to receiving your stories and images!
8 SKYSAILOR February | March 2015  SKYSAILOR 9
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Physically, I healed quickly and about six weeks later I 
paramotored again from the same place (with some wind 
this time!) and once again at the Dam Busters flyin, but 
psychologically it was more difficult to overcome the fear 
of ploughing into the ground again and the weight of the 
motor as I get older… I didn’t PPG for four years.

Each winter, as conditions for freeflying diminished 
and the guys got their paramotors buzzing, I would 
yearn to have another go, but the weight of the motor 
was an obstacle and fear of not being able to coordinate 
it all to get off the ground held me back. Even with 
Andrew’s encouragement and working at an exercise 
program he gave me I remained hesitant.

Then, a few years ago, I had a thought and it became 
a dream: to return to Papua New Guinea, where I grew up. 
I left PNG when I was 21 and haven’t been back since. My 
dad was a fighter pilot in the second world war, flying 
Kittyhawks, Hurricanes and Spitfires, and when he 
returned to Australia from the Middle East at the end 
of the war he found it hard not to fly and spent every 
weekend gliding at Camden. When he was approached 
by Bobby Gibbs, also a returned fighter pilot, and asked 
to come to PNG with him to start a commercial airline, 
he jumped at the chance and thus ‘Gibbs Sepik Airways’ 
was born. I was a baby when my mother followed him to 
New Guinea and my earliest memories are of flying with 
my dad around PNG’s incredibly remote mountainous 
highlands, steamy coastal forests, swamps and plains.

A couple of years ago, on a rainy afternoon with no 
flying happening and my dream plaguing me, I googled 
Cape York and the Torres Strait Islands, measured 
distances and checked weather charts. I decided it could 
be done: I want to fly back to PNG, island hopping across 
the Torres Strait with a paramotor. Apart from telling 
Glenn, I kept this to myself and hoped a lighter motor 
would become available before I got too much older.

Earlier this year, Andrew from Poliglide rang me 
to say he had a new Top 80 Freshbreeze paramotor in 
the shop and would I like to check it out? As soon as I 

I continued to paramotor and my husband Glenn also 
mastered the art. The following year we returned to 
Milbrulong and the PICO Flyin with Andrew, Cedar and 

Eddie – who had done his training with Glenn – and had the 
most amazing time again, flying together over beautiful 
countryside and catching up with old and new friends.

We returned a few more times to the PICO Fly
in, always enjoying the great adventure of the trip 
and flying around Geoff ’s amazing farm with all the 
Magnificent Men in their (tiny) flying machines.

I had some great flights around our local area as well.  
A memorable one was flying from the hill at the back 
of our place (called the Top Paddock) out to Madison’s 
farm at Rosebank, about 30km away over beautiful hills, 
valleys and forests. I landed in the paddock at the back 
of his home after Andrew, with Chris Allen and Cedar 
arriving not long after. Afterwards Madison put on an 
incredible breakfast for all the paramotor pilots and 
their families – it was such a great day.

Another memorable day was spent with Ben and 
Mel Darke at the Spit, Southport, for the inauguration 
of the SE Queensland PPG Club. A crowd of us flew –
some tracking south down the beach past the towering 
buildings and some of us climbing high to fly over the 
Seaway to South Stradbroke Island – exciting and fun!

I’ve flown from the beach at Brunswick to 
Mullumbimby and also to Montes, a local free flying site, 
where I was able to turn off the motor and soar for a 
while before landing. There were also flights from our 
Top Paddock to Lennox and along the beautiful beaches 
around the local area.

However, in 2010 I broke my shoulder while trying 
to do an early morning, still air, forward launch out of a 
canefield pad near Lennox. I was so disappointed as we 
were planning to fly to Evans Head for the annual Great 
Eastern Flyin. Glenn, Brett and Cass all had a successful 
mission and flew in over the crowd, landing at Evans 
Head Airport among all the other aircraft. An amazing 
achievement against a cross/headwind and the number 
of planes flying around! 

2014: Getting Back 
To Paramotoring…

In 2008 I wrote a story for Soaring Australia (as our 

magazine was then called) about learning to paramotor 

with Andrew and Cedar at Poliglide, and my first trip  

to the PICO Fly-in. 

I said it would be 

continued, but never 

thought it would take 

this many years!

by Jan Smith

Flying along the beach at Flat Rock, Ballina

Launching from the Top Paddock Safety checks before flying

Launching from the beach at Lennox 
Photos: Glenn Smith

www.poliglide.com.au
Phone 0428 666 843

enjoyment

reliability 

safety

Australian Importer since 2001

Photo: Amanda Lanham
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finished work I found myself at his shop... and there it 
was – so compact and beautiful. 

I couldn’t believe how light it was and guessed 
around 22kg – pretty spot on without fuel or reserve. 
My excitement started to grow, maybe with this motor 
I could fulfil my dream? I couldn’t wait to get home and 
talk to Glenn about it.

The next day, Glenn checked it out and told Andrew 
to, “Order one straight away.” We could hardly wait for 
it to arrive, it seemed like forever…

Finally it arrived and we are running it in. Andrew 
made sure it was tuned properly and running well and 
early one morning we arrived at the Top Paddock with 
him, Gav and Dan. It’s been four years since I flew a 
paramotor, so I tell Glenn that I’m just going do all the 
checks and groundhandle the wing (his Silex which I 
have never flown before). 

There’s a slight breeze, so Andrew and Dan get set 
up and do perfect forward launches, then head north 
to chase a hot air balloon. After doing all the checks, 
Glenn helps me lay the wing out for a forward launch 
and I connect it to the motor. We both yell, “Clear prop!”, 
as Glenn pull starts the motor for me and I lean forward 
revving it up – sounds sweet, so I idle back and say I’ll 
do a trial launch, but Glenn whispers to Gav that he bets 
I’ll take off! I start to run forward pulling the wing up 
behind me and to my amazement Glenn gives me the 
thumbs up, so I just keep running and with the engine 
roaring, I am swept off my feet and into the air.

I almost can’t believe it all went so smoothly, I am 
ecstatic and it’s so wonderful to be in the air again 
with the motor purring away – it’s much quieter than I 
remember. I circle around and do a low pass over Glenn 
and Gav, yahooing and whooping like a kid. I finally land 
– it still amazes me how easy it is to land these things; 
they pull up so gently considering the weight.

After a few more beautiful flights with Glenn’s Silex 
my new Sting2 Powerplay wing arrived and I have had 
nine amazing flights with it to date (thankfully with only 
one trip up, where I wasn’t hurt, however, a broken prop, 
bent cage and cracked fuel tank certainly put a spanner 
in the works!). Glenn and Andrew had me back in the air 
the next day! Amazing backup service.

Now the training is in full swing for my flight from 
Cape York, island hoping across the Torres Strait to 
PNG. I’ve been doing more and longer flights with the 
32km trip from Flat Rock, north of Ballina, to Evans Head 
presenting a major hurdle – especially the river crossing 
as I didn’t have any flotation (now, thanks to Ben Darke, 
I have a 2Bsure flotation device on my motor). The trip to 
Evans was uneventful except for battling the turbulent 
NNW tailwind and dodging a cane fire, but it was great 
to fly low along the beach past Evans town and have 
local pilot Joel talk to me on the radio as I flew past his 
window, then lovely to circle over the Evans River and 
land in front of the surf club just as Glenn drove up to 
retrieve me. How blessed can a person be?

After a lot of research, talking with Glenn, my 
family and friends, and a heap of soul searching (it’s a 
big thing for a 65 year old grandmother!), I am planning 
to attempt the trip to PNG this year – 2015. I believe 
one has to keep having adventures and follow one’s 
dreams – I love to fly, so why not fly home? So many 
things have fallen into place, but there is still so much 
to be organised… 

Launching from Seven Mile Beach

2014: Getting Back 
To Paramotoring…

16-hour WM/Rotax 
Maintenance Courses

Why do I need to do one?

Find out how to ensure  
that the maintenance  
that you are doing  
is correct and current.

Contact Kev MacNally 
<kmacnally@bigpond.com>

HGFA Document  
Map System

HGFA Document Map Register has been 
developed to create a version control 
system for all HGFA Forms, Manuals, and 
Syllabus, which will allow all to view and 
access the HGFA documentation structure. 
Due to recent Entry Control Procedures 
placed by CASA, the HGFA Document 
Map will assist in meeting compliance 
obligations.

All current documents are available on the 
HGFA website on the ‘Forms’ page.

[www.hgfa.asn.au] – ‘Forms’ 

The objective is to ensure the correct 
Version Control is used at all times by 
members, HGFA Instructors and HGFA 
National Office. 

Current Version: v2.0 Oct 2012

HGFA Office Manager
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 Week 1 – Exmouth

Our trip started with our WM/Rotax Maintenance course in 
Exmouth, hosted once again by CFI Gavin Penfold, of Birds 
Eye View, Ningaloo [www.ningaloomicrolights.com]. This 
was our third trip in three years, thank you once again Gav 
for organising this course. We still ended up with a few 
more on the waiting list, ready for another course up there.

Kev also managed to get his BFR done at long last, 
thanks to the beautiful weather up there, so thanks Gav 

for fitting him in and for showing us the sights of that fantastic area. We’re looking 
forward to visiting again next year.

This time Nadia joined us as a fitting conclusion to the gift she won a couple 
of years ago. A remarkable story of a remarkable woman who now loves flying 
microlights after winning a competition. The prize? Learn to fly a microlight all the 
way through to gaining a pilot’s certificate – for free!

Now Nadia can also maintain the aircraft and will no doubt own her own machine 
one day. It’s a dream come true for the mother of three small children. Her story 

will appear in her own words in a later edition of this 
magazine. She is certainly an inspiration to us all. Well 
done Nadia!

We also had another lady on this course. Tiffany is 
the proud owner of a lovely VH registered Foxbat and 
she was keen to find out all about the maintenance 
requirements of the Rotax 912ULS. Although VH 
registered aircraft have to be maintained by a LAME, it 

is important that owners have the knowledge of what is 
required for Rotax scheduled servicing.

Well done to those who passed their assessments 
and have since gained their HGFA WM/Rotax Maintenance 
endorsements. 

Week 2 – Bunbury

After Exmouth we held two courses at Bunbury over the 
following two weekends. This was our first visit to this 
venue and we were amazed at how quickly the courses 
were booked out. We were persuaded to allow 9 people 
on each of them, due to the numbers, but even so we 
still ended up with a couple on our waiting list ready for 
another course.

A big thank you to Roger Bunny for organising both 
of these courses. Also for allowing us to use his hangar 
as the classroom for the first course and for offering his 
immaculate Revo 912ULS for inspection.  

We also had access to trikes in another hangar, 
which helps with the inspection part of the course. 
We must also thank Ian Bowden for offering his 912 

Trike for the practicals. Despite some rain on the 2nd 
day we managed to have some good practical sessions 
and surprisingly everyone was keen to get back to the 

classroom for more work! In this course we had two HGFA 
members who passed their assessments and gained 
their WM/Rotax Endorsements. 

WM/Rotax Maintenance Courses - WA
October 2014 – a busy month in WA: Four courses over four 

weekends was a first for us. Conclusion: Four very different 

classrooms, but with a very enthusiastic ending… It looks like 

we’ll be back!

by Kev and Carole MacNally

Week 1: Exmouth 

Week 3: Bunbury

Week 2: Bunbury 

Week 4: Serpentine

For Flying School aircraft or to conduct maintenance  
on an aircraft other than your own:

Obtain the HGFA WM/Rotax Maintenance Endorsement

Courses run by: Kev MacNally – HGFA WM Technical Officer
Email: <kmacnally@bigpond.com> or check the HGFA on-line forums for details 
of the next available courses.

Courses conducted in all States subject to available venues

Exmouth group

14 SKYSAILOR

Bunbury group 1
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 Week 4 – Serpentine

The fourth weekend was a first for us. We were invited 
to Serpentine – the home of the SABC (Sport Aircraft 
Builders Club) [www.sabc.org.au] and SAAA Chapter 16, 
to conduct a course for nine people and once again we 
already  have a waiting list started for another course to 
be held there in the future. 

A big thank you to Rob Melis for contacting us about 
our courses (after being unable to get into one of the 
Bunbury ones) and for organising the venue and getting 
together a list of attendees so quickly. 

Thanks also to Shirley Harding for approaching the 
SABC Committee for permission for us to use the venue’s 
excellent clubhouse, complete with commercial grade 
kitchen facilities, as our classroom and for helping us 
setup on the Friday. It was certainly our most spacious 
classroom to date!

What a great crowd! We ended up with a couple of 
Presidents attending. Shirley is the SABC President as 
well as the SAAA National Secretary and is currently 
building her second aircraft, this time a RV12 with a 
912ULS engine and Scott Palmer is the Uni Flying Club 
President from Jandakot.

Kim Burge saved the day by trailering his 1996; 
503powered trike from Bindoon and by doing so 
enabled us to conduct the twostroke practicals on his 
very clean and well maintained trike. It also allowed the 
other attendees to have a close look at a Trike (first time 
for some...) and find out the differences between the 
two and fourstroke Rotax engines.

Bo Hannington allowed us to look over his Foxbat and 
Rob Melis made his RV12 aircraft available for practicals. 
Both are powered by the 912 ULS and were great examples 
of homebuilt aircraft. Bo’s aircraft is the only VH registered 
homebuilt Foxbat in Australia and proved to be a well set 
up 912 ULS without the need of a carbsynch. 

In this course we also had representatives from the 
Superlight Aircraft Club (SLACWA) based at Bindoon and 
the Uni Flying Club based at Jandakot, as well as others 
from SAAA, SABC and RAA (plus Kev representing the 
HGFA). As we all had a diverse range of interests and 
aircraft it was interesting to be able to get together, 
during the breaks to compare notes, and gain a better 
understanding of each respective organisation’s 
differing rules and regulations

At the end of the weekend, this culminated in 
discussions on how the differing organisations could 
possibly form an alliance to better educate their 
members and promote good maintenance practices. 
It was very interesting to find out how the other 
organisations (SABC and SAAA) viewed our maintenance 
course, which turned out to be very favourably. 

SAAA were certainly amazed at how closely our 
course followed their own Principals of Maintenance 
course which CASA has now made compulsory for anyone 
building their own aircraft. Completion of their course 
allows the attendee to maintain their own aircraft but 
noone else’s, even if it is exactly the same aircraft and 
engine combination. Their course, however, is two days 
of classroom without any practical elements so they 
were looking very closely at our ‘well balanced’ course 
(their words). It certainly appears that the HGFA is 

leading the way to achieving a maintenance standard by 
education rather than regulation. 

* The HGFA have authorised us to use their logo on a 
Certificate of Completion for the 16 hour WM/Rotax 
Maintenance Course. For the first time we issued 
these certificates to all attendees in our WA courses. 
This certificate has arisen due to increasing pressure 
from attendees who wanted something to show they 
had completed the course. As these courses are run by 
us, and not through the HGFA it was really appreciated 
that they gave consent for the use of the new logo. It 
was certainly appreciated by our course attendees.

Please note: If you have already attended one 
of our courses and completed the full two days (16 
hours) then we will have sent you a PDF copy of your 
certificate by email. 

If you have not received yours, please check that 
we have your current email address <kmacnally@
bigpond.com>.

The other attendees were RAA members with one 
ASRA (Gyro) member. The RAA members were all keen 
for us to pass their details to their Technical Manager, 
which we have duly done. 

Darren has confirmed that this information will be 
uploaded to the relevant members’ files. 

However, we’re still not sure at this stage what the 
RAA have in mind for their members with regards to 
maintenance as they have recently placed a L1 online 
test on their website for new members to complete (as 
a trial at the moment). 

We did have one member who is keen to move to 
the HGFA which is good news and as he also passed 
the assessment during this course, his name will be 
forwarded to the Ops Manager for the WM/Rotax 
endorsement once he becomes a financial member of 
the HGFA. 

WM/Rotax Maintenance Courses - WA

Week 3 – Bunbury 

The following weekend it was Brendan Watts, 
from SouthWest Microlights, turn to offer his 
hangar and we thank him and Paul Coffey for 
the use of their school trikes for the practical 
exercises and for making us so welcome. 
Brendan trailered his twostroke for us to use 
and inspect for which we are again grateful. 

The weather was better for this weekend 
which was very lucky as we were in an open 
hangar this time. 

Another great crowd, mainly RAA members this time, 
with one HGFA member, flying the flag for us. Craig was 
keen to be able to work on other HGFA trikes in the future, 
requested and passed the assessment for his WM/Rotax 

Maintenance endorsement and we forwarded his name 
to the HGFA Ops Manager for approval and subsequent 
issue straight after the course. Congratulations Craig! 

We have also sent the RAA attendees’ details 
through to Darren, RAA 
Technical Manager as 
having attended and 
completed the course. 

I have now passed 
details of 54 RAA 
members across and 
maybe in the future 
this will help to get the 
course recognised in 
both organisations for 
their trike owners, as a 
knowledgebase leading 
to an endorsement for 
those wishing to be able 
to conduct maintenance 

on other people’s trikes, including flying school aircraft 
and also for Independent Inspections when required. 

Note: If any HGFA member has completed a course 
and is also an RAA member (but hasn’t already let 
me know), especially from our earlier courses: please 
email me your RAA membership number and I will pass 
details to RAA on your behalf to let them know you 
have completed the course and/or gained the HGFA 
WM/Rotax Maintenance endorsement. 

Bunbury group 2
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Kev helps Peter remove his Mag plug during one of the 
breaks and runs Roger and Syd through a 912 pneumatic 
Carb Synch on Syd’s Revo on the Monday, following the 
course and before they took us for a fly around the local 
area. Thanks again, Roger and Syd, for the wonderful 
flight in your Revos

Serpentine group

SABC President, SAAA Chapter 16 President and National 
Secretary Shirley Harding and ex-president Bo Hannington 
proudly show their HGFA endorsed ‘Certificates of Completion’
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Freestyle gliders are designed to be much less 
aggressive and easier to fly, with a better soaring 
window due to lower sink rates and flatter glides 

compared to acro wings.
The 2006 Thriller was credited as having the first 

acro profile rather than just a modified XC profile. Since 
then technology in acro gliders has been developing and 
in the last couple of years it has made some large leaps. 

In the past, only a few of the best pilots in the world 
were able to do all the acro tricks, but in recent years 
gliders have become much safer and require less skill 
from the pilot to perform manoeuvres and connections 
– making acro much more accessible to a wider range 
of pilots. 

Flying the Gradient Freestyle 3 really shows all these 
latest developments brought to the brand by five times 

Acro Paragliding World Champion, Horacio Llorens. I 
admit to having been a complete fan of the predecessor, 
the Freestyle 2, and it was the main wing I flew for the 
last three years. 

As soon as I got the new Freestyle 3 out of the bag 
and started to groundhandle it, I noticed the improved 
stability of the wing tips and the increased rigidity of 
the wing. The new glider doesn’t have any tendency 
for the wing tips to surge forward, causing the wing to 
horseshoe. The wing holds its shape very stiffly, even 
when doing spins during ground handling – there was 
no discernible bending of the wing. 

I have been flying the new Gradient Freestyle 3 for 
about three months now and local pilot, Tex Beck, has 
had his for about four months. I work full time in the 

paragliding industry and Tex is a full time ‘parabum’, so 
both of us tend to be on a hill any time it is flyable. 

We have hill flown the Freestyle 3, taken it boat 
towing at the dam to well and truly put it through its 
paces. I have personally racked up a reasonable amount 
of airtime on it and received lots of feedback from Tex to 
add to my own experiences.

Stalls And Spins
Having done a large number of stalls and spins while 
flying, I have found the Freestyle 3 keeps its shape just 
as well in negative manoeuvres. The wing tends to hold 
shape extremely well on entry to stall, with very little 
to no horseshoeing backwards. During spin the positive 
side doesn’t tend to shoot forward, causing the wing 
to oscillate like many others will. The more stable wing 
tips have led to the glider being less aggressive in both 
surging forward and falling back.

Climbing
Unlike in Europe, where pilots can ride a ski lift up to 
a very high mountain to then fly down, in Australia we 
have to rely on conditions being soarable to get lift. The 
climbing ability of a glider is very important, especially 
if it is used to soar a small coastal site with a limited 
lift band. 

I was happy to experience the increased performance 
of the new FS3 giving it better climb. The better a glider 
climbs, the more opportunity the pilot has to enjoy the 
handling of a freestyle glider and throw it around as it 
was designed to be flown. The increased performance 
has also given the glider a higher top speed, making for 
more comfort when flying in strong winds.

Handling
Gradient has retained the precise and responsive 
handling, making it just as fun and easy to bank around 
wing overs. Entry in to Sat is almost effortless – it is the 
easiest glider to Sat that I have ever flown. 

Brake pulleys are on a longer line from the risers 
which can be removed for pilots who want to free brake. 
The longer line for the brake pulleys is a nice halfway 
transition from traditional brakes to free brakes for 
those pilots not yet ready to free brake. The other nice 
addition to the risers is the soft neoprene cover over 
the steel trimmers. This will be appreciated by anyone 
who has ever copped a riser in the face when throwing 
a glider around.

Wrapping Up
Improvements: 
➲➲ Easier ground handling
➲➲ More stability in manoeuvres
➲➲ Slightly better climb 
➲➲ Slightly better top speed

Who’s this glider for: 
➲➲ Intermediate pilot or above.

What would you use this glider for: 
In my opinion, this is the best coastal glider there is due 
to fun handling, good climb and great top speed. 

Anyone who wants to learn their first acro 
manoeuvres but is not yet ready to fly a fullon Acro 
glider would enjoy the Freestyle 3. 

Freestyle and Acro gliders 

are a relatively new off shoot 

from traditional XC wings. 

Originally they were just down 

sized XC wings with twigged 

up the handling…

by Shane Gingell

Review: Gradient 
Freestyle 3

Allen Tighe doing a Dynamic Stall at the dam

Shane Gingell’s Helico at Rainbow Beach

Tex's famous ground spiral at Carlo Sandblow
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A 
truly great flight is almost always the result 
of a rare combination of pilot skills, excellent 
weather conditions and superior equipment – not 

necessarily in that order. If there is a deficiency in any of 
these areas, it has to be balanced by additional strengths 
in one or both others. There are situations, where magic 
air carries a poorly equipped pilot of average skill to 
exceptional distances, or you see a prodigious pilot with 

average equipment going places in average conditions. 
These flights are the exceptions of the rule and I don’t 
know any cases of records achieved on some type of 
compromise. In short: Everything has to click. 

How can we help it along? 
The skills and equipment ingredients are fairly 
straightforward: Work on your skills and borrow, steal 

or buy (if you have no other choice) the right equipment 
for yourself. It’s as simple as that. 

The ‘Perfect Conditions’ ingredient is the hardest 
part. We are talking weather here, and – besides a 
sound knowledge of the meteorology pseudoscience 
– it involves a serious amount of luck, black magic and a 
crystal ball. In the end, it is mainly a numbers game – the 
more often you try, the greater your chances are. It’s 
extremely unlikely that a pilot would achieve anything 
really exceptional unless s/he makes paragliding his/
her lifestyle. A full time job or a family (not to mention 
a combination of these two) is a serious hindrance 
consuming much of one’s valuable time which could be 
used for flying. For most people, carrying these burdens 
makes trying to catch up with the sky gods a futile 
and frustrating exercise. In some cases, it can end by 
contracting AIDS (Aviation Induced Divorce Syndrome) 
or termination of your employment. On the bright side, 
a radical improvement in time available to spend flying 
follows almost instantly. 

The inability to be in the right place at the right 
time often enough presents a compounded problem: 
It statistically reduces your chances and also deprives 
you of the opportunity to acquire the coveted superior 
skills. Set realistic goals that fit your situation. If you 
work from 8am to 4pm and live somewhere in the inner 
suburbs, it’s unlikely you’ll ever have one of those epic 

The Secret Of Those 
Dream Flights

flights the financially independent 
lucky bastards living close to 
the prime sites have just about 
weekly. If it does happen, count 
your blessings and mark that day 
with red ink in your calendar.

Your problem is not so much a lack 
of time in the absolute value. The keyword is 
‘Flexibility’ – the ability go flying when the conditions 
look right and work when you can’t fly. If you live 
close to a good flying site, the total time you spent on 
paragliding may not be too large yet may fairly closely 
match your airtime. There even may be enough time 
left to do something useful (like earning some money 
to feed your paragliding addiction) as long as it can 
be done at night or on a rainy day. That’s why the bulk 
of active pilots tend to work in the IT industry or fill 
the ‘occupation’ box with something as obscure as a 
‘company director’, but not all of us are in this enviable 
situation. In most cases the best you can do is to reduce 
your driving/flying ratio. 

A system introducing more efficiency in your time 
(and money) management is more important than the 
efficiency of your glider. Here are some tips I can offer 
from my long and frustrating experience: 
➲➲  Use only one source of weather forecast and use it 

every time. Change it only if you find it extremely 
unreliable over a long period of time. There are many 
sources available and none of them are anywhere 
near 100% right. It gets worse: Sources often vary 
significantly in their predictions. If you regularly 
browse through them, you’ll always find what you 
subconsciously want to see: either a good reason to 
go flying or not to go – depending on whether you 
are a pessimist or optimist by nature. Eventually, 
you’ll end up either doing an enormous amount of 
driving and although you will also log some airtime, 
you may have to expand your hydroponic grass 
plantation to cover the cost, or you’ll simply never 
go anywhere and will sell your gear by the end of 
the first year. The idea is to stick with one (it almost 
doesn’t matter which one) source of forecast and 
go flying whenever (your circumstances allowing) it 
promises good conditions. You’ll be surprised to see 
that even the worst sources of forecast are about 
70% correct! 
➲➲  Work with the forecast, don’t wait for the observations 

to be right. This is especially important at the coast 
where flying conditions rarely last more than two or 
three hours at a particular site. Unless you live 15 
or so minutes from launch, waiting for the weather 
stations to show the right stuff, then driving there 

Hardly a month in the year 

goes by without hearing 

about at least one flight that 

makes you turn green with 

envy: Pilots flying hundreds 

of kilometres, staying in 

the air for hours, reaching 

stratospheric altitudes and 

crossing stretches never 

crossed before. Even the sheer 

amount of airtime over a period 

of time achieved by some 

pilots can be awe-inspiring 

– it can make you wonder:  

Why them and not me? 

by Jiri Stipek

A.J Mclauchlan smiling over Beechmont, Goldcoast, QLD

Mt Buffalo Chalet from above
Photo: John Chapman

hoping for perfect conditions is a waste of time and 
money. In all likelihood, you’ll arrive in time to watch 
everyone landing because the show is over. Your 
best punt is to trust the forecast (I know it sounds 
insane) and get going well before conditions start to 
appear ideal. You may spend some time parawaiting, 
but most likely you’ll be rewarded eventually. Making 
a 100km or more trip and come home without flying 
is infuriating. Make sure it won’t happen too often. 
On the other hand, learn to live with the fact it just 
has to happen sometimes. If the flying site is more 
than some 200km away, try to avoid oneday trips. 
They seldom pay off. You really want some margin in 
case the first day turns bad. At current petrol prices 
a cheap overnight stay usually compensates for the 
cost of an extra trip, not to mention the stress of 
long drives. Ideally, try to get yourself a retrieve 
driver, but I’m really stretching my imagination here. 
Most of us are not truly financially independent and 
have to cope without this luxury.
➲➲  Polishing your groundhandling skills is a vital part 

on your way to great flights. There’s nothing more 
frustrating than being in the right place at the right 

time (finally!) and not being able to peel off the 
ground. I’ve seen this too many times and, believe 
or not, I don’t laugh watching it. It is not funny. Yet 
it’s almost always the pilot’s fault and s/he is the 
only one to blame for the frustration and waste of 
time. If you live under the impression you finish your 
course and then you just go and fly, you’re in for a big 
disappointment. Paragliding, especially the first 20 
or so years, is mostly about learning, trying, falling, 
etc. Flying is just the icing on the cake. Don’t miss a 
single day because of your inferior groundhandling 
skills. Practice as often as you can. The beauty of it 
is it can be done in much wider range of places and 
conditions, so there is no excuse. 
If you apply the above tips, you may be surprised 

how fast your airtime will start to accumulate and in 
time you’ll also find a few flights in your logbook to 
brag about. The main thing is to persist and not to give 
up. One doesn’t have to fly hundreds of hours a year or 
break world records to get a nice satisfaction from our 
wonderful sport. 

Be realistic and be happy with whatever you can 
achieve in your particular situation! 

Smiley: Drew Salem at Rainbow Beach
Photo: Tex Beck
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Why is this so difficult and  
how can we reduce this risk?
We have all experienced the frustration of fluffing up 
a launch – especially in the early years of flying. We 
become increasingly tired as we sweat profusely under 
the weight of the paramotor, encapsulated in a heavy 
jacket, gloves and helmet, while having to lay the wing 
out again and again! To increase our frustration, we 
watch our mates circling above, waiting for us to finally 
get it together so we can all go for a crosscountry…

This is the time when accidents can occur: you’re 
under the pump, anxious, pressure is building up, heart 
rate is skyhigh.

What can be done to make this part of the flying 
experience safer? Preparation! As the scouts say: ‘Be 
Prepared,’ in PPG terms this means:
➲➲  Face absolutely into wind. If the wind turns, lay the 

wing out again or wait till it turns back. Not having 
the canopy layed out facing the wind will guarantee 
an asymmetric rise of the wing and subsequent 
failed launch. Too often pilots utter those famous 
words, “I think I can make it,” nearly always resulting 
in a blown or very iffy, potentially damaging launch.
➲➲  Make sure you stand in the middle of the wing. Not 

being centred will bring one side of the wing up 
 

 before the other, resulting in an asymmetric rise and 
fluffed launch. You need to check your position by 
gently pulling on the Arisers during prelaunch. Both 
left and right risers should have the same tension 
when you are in the middle of the wing.
➲➲  Check your risers for twists. A twisted riser is not the 

end of the world but needs to be avoided. Twisted 
risers can happen easily, especially when hooking 
up under pressure. Check your trimmers, make sure 
they are in the same position. Check that you have 
your brakes in your hands. I’ve seen many attempted 
launches where the pilot forgot one of the brakes. 
If the launch is good this is not an issue, but a lift 
off at the climax of the run by gently pulling on the 
brakes could make a mess of a good thing when only 
one brake is present.
➲➲  Be competent with your techniques. Do not attempt a 

reverse launch in nil wind conditions, nor a forward 
launch when into a strong headwind. Be aware of 
your own skill level. Attempt to take off only within 
your capability envelope. If the wind is not right, 
don’t try it! There’s always tomorrow.
➲➲  Pay attention to detail. The wing needs to be laid out 

properly, do not rush this bit. A good half moon with 
all lines at tension when standing in the prelaunch 
position will ensure an even and consistent rise. 

Fine Motor Skills
The PICO Club Column [www.thepico.com.au]

Acquiring Lines checked and layered on top of each other with 
brake lines pulled to the side. No sticks and stones 
that can fowl lines.
With all this preparation you will greatly enhance the 

possibility that the wing will come up as per plan. Follow 
this up with a forceful run, not a girlyman run, push and 
show who’s in control – push those As and hang on to 
them till the wing is above, then open the horses and 
burn the twostroke and you will be rewarded with a 
straight run and uneventful, gentle liftoff.

Let’s talk about the landing part
Many pilots assume the wind will come from the same 
direction as encountered during launch, or that the wind 
direction in the landing paddock is the same as the dust 
flow generated by the car on the dirt road in an adjacent 
paddock, or they watched a mate land okay in a certain 
direction earlier… These are all only assumptions.

Here are some tips for unpowered landings:
➲➲  Again: Check! Do a low level flyover to check the 

streamers, look at dust movement, smoke from 
nearby fires, water on the dam – anything that can 
give you a clue. Not landing straight into the wind 
will greatly increase your risk of damage, knee or  
bum landings, destroyed props, bent cages or egos 
reduced to rubble. Complete a couple of circuits over 
the landing zone at low level to check it out.
➲➲  Make a mental note of the wind strength. This will tell 

you how to approach the landing.
➲➲  Get out of the saddle early. No use sitting there until 

just prior to flaring as you will have too many other 
things to deal with at the flare stage.
➲➲  In strong winds: Look down at 45 degrees as that’s 

where you will end up. Kill the engine only when you 
are sure you will hit the spot you planned to hit. Flare 
gently and evenly, use the wave pattern of slowing 
down the wing by pulling and releasing gently just 
prior to the final flare. Final flare will be light and 
even start a metre or so before touching the dirt. 
Be prepared to turn around straight away and start 
pulling on one riser set when you have hit terra 
firma, otherwise you will be the joke of the day being 
dragged away by an out of control wing.
➲➲  In light winds: Your approach to the landing zone will 

be a lot quicker, you need to slow down the wing 
prior to flare and follow this up with the strongest 
flare you can muster. A double wrap of the brake 
lines can help if you remember to do this during this 
interesting part of the flight.
➲➲  Be prepared to run the mile-under-a-minute when you 

hit the ground. Get those legs moving prior to touch 
down. Failing to do this may generate a nose plant. 
Then slow down your run to walking pace and let the 
wing fall back.
Some pilots with a high level of experience prefer 

powered landings. During a powered landing you keep 
power on all the time, slow the wing down by pulling 
the brakes all the way down and use the thrust of the 
engine to fly level into the landing zone. Not for the 
fainthearted, but this can be done. This technique is 
certainly not for new or low airtime PPG pilots. 

My preference is to stick with the traditional, 
unpowered landing and fly safe, stress free and for a 
long time.

Fly Safe! 

#2: PPG Take-offs & Landings

Although flying is relatively easy, 
take-off and landing are the most 
difficult parts of any flight and 
also where most accidents occur.

by Jos Weemaes
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Forbes 2015
Super finish to our ninth consecutive Forbes Flatlands comp 

with 37 pilots in goal. A total of 1017.8km flown in six tasks, 

an average of 35 pilots made goal each day, some gaining 

over 35 airtime hours. Congratulations to all the winners!

by Vicki Cain
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Open Class
1  Zac Majors USA  Wills Wing T2C 144  5046 
2  Jonny Durand AUS  Moyes RX 3.5  4974 
3  Gordon Rigg GBR  Moyes RX 3.5  4946 
4  Jonas Lobitz NZL  Moyes RS 3.5  4905 
5  Jochen Zeischka BEL  Moyes RX 4  4890 
6  Trent Brown AUS  Moyes RX 3.5  4860 
7  Olav Opsanger NOR  Moyes RX 3.5  4754 
8  Attila Bertok HUN  Moyes RX 5  4746 
9  Christian Voiblet SUI  Aeros  4693 
10  Olav Olsen NOR  Moyes RX 3.5   4660

Australian National Champion
Jonny Durand 

Women’s Class
1  Sasha Serebrennikova RUS  Moyes RX 3  2908 
42  Yoko Isomoto JPN  Moyes RX 3.5  1942

Forbes A Grade
1 Harrison Rowntree AUS

Forbes Council  
Encouragement Award
Christopher Czajkowski

t Goal, Goal, Goal! 
The familiar mantra could be  
heard in goal on the last day:  
“How good is Forbes!”

t All the action!
Six Dragonflys, six Master tug 
pilots, two Launch Marshalls, six 
Dolly Assistants, two Quad Bike 
Retrievers
Over 400 launches during the nine 
day event and not one incident.

All photos: Michael Zupanc and Zhenshi Van Der Klooster

p An exciting finish to the 
competition with the lead  
changing almost every day! 
Open Class winners, left to right: 
2nd Jonny Durand (AUS),  
1st Zac Majors (USA),  
3rd Gordon Rigg (UK)
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Forbes 2015
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t Jonny Durand diving into goal  
on the last day to take second place

t Bill’s daily Forbes ritual is  
to be the first out on the airfield  
at 7:30am, fuelling up the tanks, 
repairing dollies and making sure 
the planes are all ready to go.  
And he loves scrutinising the 
launches… keeping an eye on  
us and making sure we’re doing  
it right!

p The task committee of Gerolf Heinrichs, 
Gordon Rigg and Jonny Durand did a brilliant 
job of charting the tasks and dodging storms. 
This competition would not be the comp  
it is without the exceptional expertise of the 
task committee.

q We traditionally have two launch  
lines and three dollies per line to  
keep the launches running smoothly. 
The launch conditions this year made 
it fairly stress free with mostly con-
sistent north winds and little switching.
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p Australian National Champions! Left to right: 2nd 
Trent Brown, 1st Jonny Durand, 3rd Glen McFarlane

q There were six pilots in the Sport 
Class, they fly a slightly shorter task 
than the Open class. We launched 
them together either before or after 
the Open class depending on 
conditions. It’s so exciting to see these 
guys doing PB’s almost every day!

p This is why they come year after 
year, pilots from all over the world  
– this year there were 58 pilots from 
13 countries – the awesome flying,  
the big sky and the big landing fields. 

Forbes 2015
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q No we don’t wear 
uniforms, but these two  
do a good job at staying 
covered up during the 
middle of the day!  
Zhenshi Van Der 
Klooster (left), Thea 
O’Connor (right)

p We had some wild 
weather mixed with the 
awesome flying conditions. 
Two tasks ended huge 
overdevelopment, one with 
a gust front of 90km/h 
winds, rain and hail 
finished off with a rainbow, 
the other caused us to  
stop Task 5.
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u The Forbes sky setting us up for  
a good one!
Pilots setting up for launch at BMIA 
– Bill Moyes International Airport – 
58 competitors, 52 in the Open 
Class and six in the Sports Class

Thank you to all our wonderful crew for making the 
trek to Forbes and making this event the best it can be.

Thank you to all the pilots for coming! We all had a 
blast, amazing weather, lots of PBs, lots of flying and 
lots of fun! See you next year!  

Full results at [http://www.forbesflatlands.com/].

u The launch crew 
did an amazing job 
again this year, 
volunteers happy 
to share the love. 
Thank you, Thank 
you, Thank you 
Greg Cain, Grace 
Cain, Thea 
O’Connor, Lizzy 
Nevins, Annie 
Crerar, Tony 
Hanlon, Alan Bond, Matt, Tricia Voigt, Wesley 
Hill, Rob Van Der Klooster, Zhenshi Van Der 
Klooster, Christina Quinn, Bob Bailey, Blaino, 
Marco Carelli, Bruce Crerar, Steve McCarthy, 
Bill and Molly Moyes

Forbes 2015

t Jonny Durand – Australian 
National Champion 2015
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 Strathalbyn, South Australia  
 29 and 30 November

Larry has a wonderful collection of trikes, including 
various Airborne microlights, the singleseater 
DragonFly and Aeros ANT, as well as the impressive 
Cygnet 912ULS powered amphibian trike based here 
(featured in our group photo below). Larry arranged 
for us to use the Southern Districts Flying Club room at 
Strathalbyn Airfield for our classroom [www.roobyte.
com.au/SDFC/] which was really appreciated as it had 
an area we could use for the classroom, a kitchen for our 
break times as well as bathroom facilities – including a 
separate ladies! He also gave us access to a very large 
hangar for the practicals with plenty of space and light 
and plenty of aircraft for the class to have a look at. 

The weekend was very hot, but we all survived 
the classroom part of the course without fans or air
conditioners and our attendees did very well to stay 
awake and alert throughout the two days.

We also had our Longest distance travelled to one 
of our courses by Kym Cox who drove from Darwin, NT, 
to Strathalbyn, SA, for the course (over 1300km) – well 
done, Kym, you did especially well to stay awake, after 
such a long journey.

The course went well, with everyone keen to have 
a try at the practicals and the word must be spreading, 
as we already have another course in the planning stage 
for the weekend of 14 and 15 March 2015 which is 
filling fast. 

This is a very well set up venue and well worth a 
visit if you are in the area: Surrounded by vineyards 
and not far from the coast, it would be an ideal location 
for a flying holiday. We’re certainly looking forward to 
returning there.

WM/Rotax Maintenance Courses - Part 2
Our first time to South Australia 

and we stayed in the lovely 

town of Strathalbyn, just a 

few minutes from the airfield. 

Thank you to CFI Larry Jones, 

of Adelaide Airsports [www.

airsports.com.au] for hosting 

our course. 

by Kev and Carole MacNally

February | March 2015

Our eight attendees were joined by Dragan who had 
to travel from South Australia in order to attend a course 
at Trawalla, Victoria, in November 2013. He contacted us 
to see if he could attend this one as a refresher, and we 
surprised him with his Certificate of Completion for the 
Trawalla course.

Most of the course managed to meet up at the 
Victoria Hotel in Strathalbyn for a lovely meal on Satur
day night (great desserts!) and had a wonderful informal 
get together, with a great deal of laughter, although we 
had to leave early to make sure Kev’s vocal chords 
remained functional for the Sunday session – thankfully, 
they did.

Note: If you would like to attend a course as a 
refresher, then you are more than welcome, but it is 
essential that you contact us first, as Dragan did, 
to be booked in. Numbers allowed may depend on 
venue facilities. You will be asked to stand back during 
the practicals, as we only have time for the course 
attendees to complete theirs and there may be a small 
charge to cover coffee/tea, biscuits, etc. 

Right: Clemente tries his hand at the  
differential pressure check on the 912UL
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Trawalla, Victoria  
6 and 7 December

Thank you once again to CFI Rohan 
Holtkamp for hosting yet another 
course at his wonderful facility: 
Dynamic Flight Park [www.
dynamicflight.com.au] at Trawalla, 
Victoria, and apologies for the short 
notice this time, caused by a last 
minute change in venue. The weather 
was cooler here than the previous 
weekend in SA.

The offer of this venue was very 
much appreciated by all who attended. 
The facility is becoming very popular 
for these courses with very cheap, 
but comfortable accommodation 
onsite – complete with showers and 
continental breakfast – but Rohan and 
Sandra are also busy throughout the 
year with hang gliding courses, so we 
need to slot in where we can. It should 

be noted that there is also good food close by, for both 
lunches and dinner – although we do ask attendees to 
bring lunch with them to reduce the lunch time break. 
Once again, we went out on Saturday night for a meal at 
the local pub in Beaufort. It was very enjoyable and gave 
everyone a chance to get to know each other.

We had five attendees on this course and Octavian 
came along for a refresher, having completed his course 
in June 2014.

Course attendees came from mixed backgrounds 
– some with extensive maintenance and microlight 
experience, some only just starting out. 

We also had our first PG/PPG flyer attending. 
Although the course wasn’t that applicable to PPGs, 
Jason was interested in finding out what is required 
to maintain a microlight as he might consider getting 
one in the future, or to be able to maintain someone 
else’s. With his background, ability and having passed 
the assessment, he would only have to contact us if and 
when he decides to continue, and we would then pass 
his details on to the Operations Manager. Otherwise, we 
completed two further Endorsements from this course.

Well done everyone! 

 
WM/Rotax Maintenance 

Numbers To Date:
 
Number attended seminars:  27 
Number attended maintenance courses: 151
Total attendees:  178
Number of HGFA WM/Rotax  
Maintenance Endorsements attained: 87

WM/Rotax Maintenance Courses - Part 2

During the break, John showed 
us his new toy from the boot of 
his car: The Aeros – the engine 
just slots into place, a couple of 
connections to fit together and 
it’s ready to go... 
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Visiting Pilot Pre-paid (Blue) 
Membership – Policy Change
The HGFA Committee of Management 
passed a motion at its 4/2/2014 
meeting that effects a change in 
policy regarding ‘Prepaid Visiting Pilot 
Membership’ applications. 
Motion Passed: That the HGFA remove 
Pre-Paid Visiting Membership Applications 
– commencing immediately.

Visiting Pilot Membership Applications  
are available as follows:

1. VPM Online Member Services available: 
   Got to [www.hgfa.asn.au] and select 

or
2.  Hard Copy > Forms are available from 

[hgfa.asn.au] website under ‘Forms’  
and complete the following:

•  MEM-02 HGFA Visiting Pilot Membership 
Application

•  MEM-07 HGFA Release Assumption of Risk & 
Warning – Oct2012

• I nclude a scanned copy of current credentials

HGFA Office Manager

2014 WM/Rotax Maintenance Course Survey Results:

Q1: Would you rate it  
as value for money?
m Yes  m No

Q3: Was two days  
long enough?
m Yes  m No

Q5: How much did  
you learn?
m A great deal
m Some  
m This was a refresher

Q7: Would you recom-
mend such a course/
seminar to your 
students, friends and/
or peers?
m Yes  m No

Q9: Do you think 
that your standard 
of maintenance will 
be improved, having 
attended the course?
m Yes  m No

Thank you to everyone who took the time to complete our feedback survey. We had 43 respondents this year 
including HGFA, RAA, ASRA, SAAA, SABC, SLACWA and GA.

Q2: Did the course cover 
all that you expected?
m Yes  m No

Q4: How would you rate 
your overall knowledge 
of Trike maintenance 
before the course?

m Excellent m Good
m Average m Poor

Q6: The course was 
designed to point you 
in the right direction 
for, correct and current 
information. In this 
respect, was the  
course helpful?

m Extremely m Very
m Slightly m No

Q10: Lastly... Prior to 
this course, had you 
received any instruction 
or tuition on aircraft 
maintenance?
m Yes  m No

Q8: What did you think of the course overall? 

Even coming from an aircraft maintenance 
background, the course was excellent. I believe the 
instructor’s approach is the right one for the sector. 
It gave pupils a lead to follow more than detailed 
Aircraft Maintenance Trainining (which would require 
much more time). It’s challenging to give so much 
information in such a short period of time, but at least 
they plant a seed, now it is up to everyone of us to 
keep growing it. It would be great to have a refresher 
from time to time, mainly for those not expose to 
aircraft maintenance on a daytoday basis.

I really enjoyed it. I needed more confidence and 
knowledge about what and how to undertake the 
necessary maintenance and how/where to record it. I'm 
rather apprehensive of pulling things apart, but think it 
best to do it myself to become familiar with my own trike. 

Aside from the excellent mechanical guidance,  
I appreciated and learnt from the focus on manuals, 
reference to other sources of information and sight  
of examples of poor and good maintenance.

Excellent course. Kev knows his topic very well and 
has an excellent presentation manner. The content  
is a good mix of theory and praxis, never boring. 

Very clear, practical and patient delivery of content! 
Relevant and opened my eyes to many elements  
of maintenance I was unaware of.

Valuable course for every trike owner to learn the large 
and small maintenance 
issues trikes require.

Well worth the time and 
money. A course like this 
can only improve sport 
safety and our standards 
in both aircraft upkeep 
and maintenance. 

A good level for me as 
a beginner. Gave me 
confidence to do carb 
balance where before 
I was a bit scared of 
attempting something 
with the motor running. I 
can see how to do it safely 
now with two people. 
Good to attempt each 
practical skill. Everyone 
was an expert at wire 
tying until they had a go.

The best part of the 
course was doing theory 
in the class room and 
putting it into practice 
straight after – a great 
way to learn.

Good, casual and easy 
presentation. Hands on  
for all with the chance to 
learn from each other too.

Well paced and with 
enough information of 
a level suitable for the 
intended audience.  

Pilots are reminded that equipment flown and equipment used should reflect the pilots actual 
rating and experience. All training must be carried out using certified equipment with initial 
pilot certificate training using student/novice rated equipment. HGFA Operations Manager
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They took off from Treble Cone in Wanaka, flying 
along the Southern Alps to Mt Cook village. Pete 
clocked up 143.6km and Bryan 152.1km – both 

longer than the previous NZ PG Open Distance record.
Distances may seem short compared to the long 

oneways flown in Brazil or Australia or the triangles in 
the European Alps, but considering the conditions in New 
Zealand, Bryan and Pete have every reason to be proud 
of their flights. 

The previous NZ distance record on a paraglider 
was 142.1km, flown by Grant Middendorf in 2005 on 
a competition wing, the Gin Boomerang 4. So a new 
distance record has been a long time coming, and it’s 
great to see it done on ENB class wings. The current 
NZ HG XC Distance record was set in 2013 at 177.7km 
by John Smith.

Bryan and Pete’s route was set quite deep in the 
mountains, and if you look at the tracks closely, you will 
see that they faced some potentially long walk outs at 
various points along the way. They both do a lot of hike & 
fly trips, so this probably wasn’t a concern for them, but 
many pilots would have found it intimidating! 

One of Pete’s photos was taken as they approached 
Aoraki Mt Cook (New Zealand’s highest peak at 3,754m). 
It gives some idea of the terrain they were flying 
through. A very spectacular place to fly!

The day was originally forecast to be windy, strong 
SW, potentially easing in the afternoon. It backed off 
nicely, with a great looking sky, so they grabbed the 
opportunity and went for it. It was a late start, they 
didn’t land until after 7pm, yet managed to fly together 
for most of the way.

Bryan and Pete agreed the Mentor 3 Light is very 
suited to NZ alpine conditions, a comfortable wing 
to launch, fly and land in even the most demanding 
mountain environments and the fact that it’s so small 
to pack and light to carry is a real bonus for hiking up, 

and (hopefully only occasionally) walking out from the 
wilderness. 

Tracklogs of their flights can be seen on the NZ 
XC competition on Leonardo and XContest [www.
par ag l id ing f or um.com / le onardo/ leag ue / N Z /
season2014], Bryan Moore’s f light [www.
paraglidingforum.com/leonardo/f light/1073569] 
and Peter Groves’ flight[www.paraglidingforum.com/
leonardo/flight/1073435].

Setting A New  

Kiwi XC Record

Bryan Moore (right) and Peter Groves both flew a Nova 

Mentor 3 Light on their Big XC Day Out on Sunday  

7 December 2014. 
by Till Gottbrath, Nova

 Departing Wanaka basin, heading north-east over Stevenson’s Arm en-route to Mt Maude
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Approaching Aoraki Mt Cook 
– just gotta get over the Ben Ohaus!

Wanaka basin

Bryan Moore’s flight

Phew! Made it

Back down Tasman Valley to Pukaki

View into lower Dobson from start of Neumann Range
All photos: Courtesy Groves and Moore

 SKYSAILOR 39
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X-Alps 2015 – Two More Athletes Announced
Peter von Bergen from Switzerland and Dave Turner from 
the USA join the lineup of the 2015 Red Bull XAlps as 
a New Year surprise for fans and followers of the event. 
Both join 31 other previously announced competitors 
from 18 countries to take on the world's toughest 
adventure race. Why? They are just too good to ignore…

“These are two athletes who are so exceptional they 
should not be omitted. They will bring more excitement 
to the race and will make it more interesting to follow for 
sure! This is the reason we are announcing two wildcard 
entries,” says race director Christoph Weber.

Both athletes are ecstatic to have been selected.
The lineup is particularly impressive this year with 

two female athletes for the first time in a decade, many 
new faces eager for the challenge of their lives, as well 
as seasoned veterans with much experience. How well 
an athlete does depends on many factors. But one thing 
is a given – the three time reigning champion Christian 
Maurer will have to fight even harder to maintain his 
crown in 2015. 

It’s still six months until the start gun fires, but 
for the athletes, it has gone off already. The difference 
between success and failure, winning and losing comes 
down to what they do between now and then. To follow 
their progress and check out all the athlete profiles, 
head to [redbullxalps.com].

Tarquin Cooper, zooom productions

Product News
News from Moyes
Introducing the updated RX 3, 3.5, 4 and now new RX5
What’s different? 

Sail cut – now even more efficient in weak climbs, it 
allows for a steeper bank angle at slow thermal speeds.

Wider tips – offer improved efficiency at high speed 
glide and even more pleasant bar pressure feeling at 
speed, giving you a higher useable top speed.

Increased stability in strong air, more safety without 
compromising performance.

“This was the best glider I’ve flown ever! I’m not 
joking. Ten out of ten, both in the way it looks and the 
way it flies!” Attila Bertok – World Champion, after his 
first flight of the new RX5.

It’s the small changes that make a difference; and 
our development team continue to use their countless 
years of expertise to ensure the Litespeed RX is the 
highest performing hang glider with the best handling 
ever made. 

DHV tested in time for the 20th World Championships 
in Valle de Bravo Mexico

Canungra Classic 2015
 Congratulations to Dave (Davo) Staver and his crew from 
the Canungra HG Club for hosting a cracker of a meet for 
the opening of the Aussie season!

Three XC Clinic days before the comp and eight tasks 
flown, loads of prizes including a brand new Malibu!

Congratulations to our Moyes Boys, 1st Jonny 
Durand, 2nd Steve Blenkinsop, 3rd Jonathan Kinred and 
1st Women’s Corinna Schwiegershausen.

Full results at [www.triptera.com.au/canungra/classic 
2014/comp_result_%28201411011956%29.html].

Vicki Cain, Moyes
News from Airborne
Airborne Flight Training
Airborne Flight Training is up and running at Pelican 
Airport near Belmont. The airport is only 10 minutes 
south of the Airborne factory. As you can see from 
the photo the scenery is pretty hard to beat. Flying 
along the spectacular coastline of Lake Macquarie and 
Newcastle is something to be experienced. Visit the 
Flight Training web site. Contact CFI Russell Duncan 
<russd@airborne.com.au> for more information.

Rob Hibberd, Airborne

New Advance Lightness 2 Lightweight Pod Harness
Wellproven – now perfected. The Lightness concept 
created a new category of pod harness, and now this 
second generation takes the best of the original and 
adds to its safety, comfort and style. 

With a weight from 2.8kg, the Lightness 2 is a light 
harness, but, in its new form, it completely satisfies 
the needs of the ambitious crosscountry pilot. It has 
an integrated reserve, certified back protector and 
improved aerodynamics; and again comes with its own 

rucksack, now including a 
Compressbag light.

The Lightness 2’s geometry has been further 
developed, and it now has an ergonomic seat shell 
which adapts itself to the small of the back. This 
provides perfect back support; and pressure points 
become a thing of the past. According to our test pilots,  
“The most comfortable reclining harness in the history 
of Advance!”

Available in three sizes for pilots 155 to 200cm in 
height at RRP $1550.. 

For more information contact the importer, Manilla 
Paragliding on 02 6785 6545, or <godfrey@flymanilla.
com> or visit the [www.advance.ch].

Godfrey Wenness, Manilla Paragliding

Cross Country Magazine Grows in 2015
Cross Country magazine is going to be bigger and better 
than ever before in 2015.

Starting January, we’re increasing the number of 
issues published from six to 10 issues per year as well 
as going from 100 to 132 pages each issue.

N
ew

s Dad spiralling over our house in his  
powered paraglider with the smoker on

Photo: Kaine Wills 

We’re also broadening the scope of the magazine to 
include powered paragliding, more speed riding, extra 
acro and a new hang gliding column to appeal to as many 
pilots out there as possible – whatever they fly.

Readers always ask for ‘more’ from Cross Country – 
and this is our way of giving them just that. 

Current subscribers should have already received an 
email about the changes. If you don’t subscribe aleady, 
now is the perfect time to jump onboard – for even 
better value than before.

To find out more about the changes and what they 
mean, take a quick look at this easytoread Q&A: Cross 
Country changes – Your questions answered on our 
website [www.crosscountryint.com].

The Cross Country Team

Advance Releases New High Level EN-B Iota
The new Iota is the Swiss brand’s first high level ENB 
model and comes hot on the heels of the highly acclaimed 
ENC Sigma 9 a few months earlier.

The Iota combines ENB safety with 10.5:1 glide, max 
speed 55km/h and impeccable handling characteristics. 
It is aimed at ambitious XC pilots and features an 
optimised lowweight design (eg: 4.85kg for size 26). 

The XCintermediate Iota represents the most 
accommodating balance between performance and 
piloting ease within the entire Advance product range.

The Iota provides exceptional passive safety due to 
its low minimum flying speed. Approach to stall is clearly 
communicated to the pilot via clearly progressive brake 
pressure. This is all the result of an optimal air intake 
design. Low Iota canopy mass means low wing inertia, 

and an overall compact concept with an aspect ratio 
of just 5.5 contributes to the reassuring character of 
the Iota. All these factors contribute to the Iota’s high 
safety level.

Available in four sizes from 60 to 130kg weight 
range at RRP is $4000 with five standard colours and 
the option of fully custom colours for just $200 more.

For more information contact the importer, Manilla 
Paragliding on 02 6785 6545, or <godfrey@flymanilla.
com> or visit the [www.advance.ch].

Godfrey Wenness, Manilla Paragliding

FlyNet XC
FlyNet XC The smallest GPSvario on the market can 
be used for crosscountry flying as well as a backup 
device for XC or competition. Paired with a smartphone 
or tablet, FlyNet XC transmits the vario, GPS and 
accelerometer data and can be used with the mobile app 
of your choice.

The IGC record can also be extracted directly using 
the USB link on PC/Mac/Linux systems without any 
additional software.

In combination with an app supporting the standard 
GPS output sent out of the FlyNet XC over the Bluetooth 

Advance Iota
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link, the battery autonomy of the smartphone or tablet 
increases significantly!
➲➲ Accurate GPS
➲➲  High sensibility pressure sensor
➲➲ Audio variometer
➲➲ Bluetooth 4.0 low energy  

 and 4.0 standard
➲➲ USB connection
➲➲ Accelerometer
➲➲  Functions setting from smartphone/tablet or PC/Mac
➲➲ Parameters stored in the device for autonomous use
➲➲ Updatable firmware
➲➲ 15h battery autonomy
➲➲ Weighs 50g
➲➲ FAICIVL certified IGC files

Also available is the FlyNet 3 which has all the 
same features but without the integrated GPS and IGC 
file recording. Available from Paragliding Queensland, 
<info@pgqld.com.au> or 0418 155 317.

Phil Hystek, Paragliding Queensland

AirDesign SuSi – Super Simple 
A small, simple glider; a new generation mini wing with 
maximum of performance and incredibly easy flying 
characteristics.

The most outstanding characteristics of the 
SuSi2 are surely the performance on glide, the wide 
speed range, high stability, comfortable feedback in 

turbulence, easy takeoff behaviour and the agile yet 
controllable handling. All these characteristics make 
thermalling and dynamic manoeuvres easy. 

Moreover, the SuSi2 is very small to pack and 
extremely light. By implementing the Razor Edge 
technology, AirDesign were able to increase the glide
ratio by one full digit. SuSi2’s predecessor already 
proved its strength in various competitions such as the 
Red Bull Dolomitenmann and the Red Bull Elements. With 
the increased glide, the SuSi2 sets a new standard in this 
glider category.

SuSi2 doesn’t only perform better; its flying 
behaviour is even more comfortable. Exhibiting no 
nervous pitching, which often occurs with mini wings, 
the glider dampens turbulence significantly and flying 
becomes stress free. We call this the AirDesign comfort
inflight. This makes the SuSi2 is attractive to a wide 
range of pilots. Contact us today for a 16, 18 or 20m2 
test flight – <mark@cloudbaseparagliding.com.au> or 
[www.cloudbaseparagliding.com.au]. 

Cloudbase Paragliding Australia

AirDesign Rise2 XXS 
As there are only very few really small Bclass gliders 
available, AirDesign decided to certify the Rise2 XXS 
with only 16.28m² projected. Some companies call their 
gliders XXS, but if you check their actual sizes you will 
see that they are not really suitable for very small and 

light pilots. This glider is a real XXS glider designed and 
manufactured specifically for light pilots and tested by 
a light test pilot.

The standard weight range for size XXS gliders is 50 to 
65kg. The Rise2 XXS, however, has a special certification 
with a higher wing load up to 75kg. When flying within 
this extended weight range, the speed increases but 
safety remains within the ENB category. Contact us 
for more information via <mark@cloudbaseparagliding.
com.au> or [www.cloudbaseparagliding.com.au]. 

Cloudbase Paragliding Australia

New Flytec Element GPS XC Vario
Flytec (formally also Bräuniger) has just released its 
newest flight instrument – the Element GPS vario for XC 
pilots. It is a significant upgrade to the previous 6015.

The Element has a newly designed and simplified 
keyboard which, with thanks to a new technology, has 
keys that are now also easier to feel, even with gloves on.

The screen has been tidied up, and unnecessary 
information has been removed to give more space to 
important data. Particularly the direction indicator has 
gained more prominence. The excellent thermal/last lift 
arrow remains and is improved.

Simple airspace warning with direction 
and distance information give pilots 
peace of mind they are on the right track 
from start to landing and GPS altitude 
over ground can be displayed.

The new micro USB connector 
turns the Element into a mass storage 
device without any installation 
(compatible with Windows, OS X, 
and Linux). With that comes standard 
filebased data exchange. Waypoints, 
airspace and software updates can be directly copied 
onto the device and accessed via the menu.

Flight data is available immediately after landing as 
either an IGC or a Google Earth file.

The Element also offers optimised route guidance for 
competition tasks.

Available in two colours and ft/min or m/sec analogue 
faceplate for RRP$599. Dealers around Australia – see 
advertisement in this issue of SkySailor.

For more information contact the importer, Manilla 
Paragliding on 02 6785 6545, or <godfrey@flymanilla.
com> or visit the [www.flytec.ch].

Godfrey Wenness, Manilla Paragliding  

News SuSi2

WM/Rotax Maintenance Course
7 to 8 March 

Belmont, NSW. Contact Kev <kmacnally@bigpond.com>.

WM/Rotax Maintenance Course
14 to 15 March

Strathalbyn, SA. Contact Kev <kmacnally@bigpond.com>.

XC Tow Safari with Jocky Sanderson
24 to 28 March

XC clinic through the NSW Flatlands with Jocky and the Team. 
Learn to maximise your flying and improve your distances 
with daily tasks and challenges, briefings, video debriefs 
and lectures. Last year we flew XC four out of four days, 
where six pilots flew new PBs. Max. group size 15 pilots with 
four guides, two cars and two winches. Contact <Jocky@
Jockysanderson.com> or <Roger@SydneyParagliding.com>.

April
Birchip Flatter than the Flatlands
3 to 6 April (Easter) 

Birchip, VIC. Hang glider pilots are invited to the 23rd Flatter 
than the Flatlands crosscountry towing competition. The 
event will be conducted over the fourday Easter long 
weekend. Entry fee is $80 and includes map, daily prizes, 
presentation BBQ, scoring, goal beers and lots of fun. GPS and 
parachute required. Discount available for teams with a first 
time pilot. Contact: Wesley Hill 0408 305943, <wes.hill@
yahoo.com.au>, [www.sacra.biz/fttf].

Paragliding State of Origin ’15
Easter 3 to 5 April 2015

Mt Borah, Manilla, NSW. A great way to get into comp and XC 
flying in a fun & safe way for the novice. It’s all about 
promoting skills and safety. The comp is based on flying crews  
of 5 pilot teams (1 Adv, 2 Nov + 2 other pilots), so get your 
crew together. Handicapping is used for scoring. Cgrade 
Sanction (pending). Reserve, UHF Radio and at least 3 hours XC 
flights are required. XC course recommended. Comp fee $25. 
Early bird discount fee $20 (Registering before 20/04/15) 
Register @ Oz Comps and visit http://newcastleparagliding 
club.org.au for info & pilot packs. Contact James Thompson on 
0418 686 199 or <jamesflys@gmail.com>.

Dalby Big Air
12 to 18 April

Dalby Aerodrome, Dalby QLD. Dalby Hang Gliding Club invites 
you to a week of great flying and fun at the AA sanctioned, 
Cat 2 Big Air. All pilots MUST have an aerotow endorsement 
with previous aerotow experience and be current HGFA or 
temporary HGFA members. Entry fee is $475 and includes all 
tows (including practice day), Tshirt, hat and presentation 
dinner. A $75 non refundable deposit is required to secure a 
place. Entries are limited to 50 pilots so get in early! For more 
information and to register please go to our new website at 
[www.dalbybigair.com].

September
PICO ‘Milbrulong’ National 2015 Fly-in
17 to 20 September

Milbrulong, NSW. Organised by the PICO club, the PICO Annual 
National PPG Flyin is the original and biggest PPG event in 
Australia. It has been running for 16 years, attracting pilots 
from across Australia and even sometimes overseas. You can 
see all the latest gear, from wings to motors and accessories 
and there are usually plenty of spare parts available to add 
to your toolbox if necessary. New pilots are welcomed with 
open arms and given all the help and assistance possible. This 
is a great place to get those early hours done with plenty of 
open farmland, easy launches and heaps of help. The area is 
outstanding for XC trips from 20 to over 100km. All PPG, PHG, 
WSM and balloon pilots welcome. More information available at 
[www.thepico.com.au]. 

2015
XC Camp 2015 
31 January to 7 February

Mt Borah, Manilla NSW. Free event for XC pilots of all levels. 
Informal distances are scored using your choice of online 
system or straight line Open Distance off your GPS. Come 
for as many days as you like, fly as far as you can, fly with 
and learn from some of the best XC pilots. Many pilots 
achieve PBs in Manilla each year. Mt Borah has four huge 
astroturfed launches for nearly all wind directions, easy 
landings, developed for the 2007 Worlds. The Manilla area 
offers some of the world’s safest XC flying for all pilot levels, 
from novice to expert, with some thermalling experience. 
Daily weather briefings by Godfrey Wenness, tips and trick 
sessions, campfire discussions, regular day prizes and scoring 
updates in all classes (Fun/Sport/Serial). Open Class gliders 
are welcome to attend but won’t be scored. Camping ($7/
night, $9/night powered), cabins available on site, new cafe 
and licensed bar, two camp kitchens, BBQ, swimming pool. 
Contact: <godfrey@flymanilla.com>.

NZ Paragliding Open
31 January to 7 February

Wanaka, NZ. Paragliding crosscountry competition FAI Cat 2 
event. More information on [www.pgopen.org.nz].

February
Bright PG Open
7 to 13 February

Mystic, Bright VIC. AAA sanction, Cat 2 event. Organiser: Brian 
Webb 0417 530972, <brianmwebb@alpineinfotech.com.au>, 
[www.brightopen.org].

Corryong PG Open
15 to 21 February

Corryong NSW. AAA sanction. Organiser: David Gibbs 
<djgibbs67@gmail.com>, [www.corryongopen.org].

NSW HG State Titles 
15 to 21 February

Manilla NSW. AA sanction, Cat 2 event, organised by Newcastle 
HG Club. Practice day: 14 February. Registrations online at 
[www.nswst.com.au].

WA State HG Championship
22 to 28 February

Leon’s tow paddock at Westonia WA. AA sanction, Cat 1. See: 
[www.goldf ieldsdustdevils.com/wacomps2015.html]. 
Organiser: Richard Breyley 0417 986896, <richard.breyley@
matsa.com.au>.

Tasmania 
Drifter Tour 

February

Three years of tours 
morphing into an ultimate Tassie flying expedition [www.
warrenwindsports.com.au/events]. 

March 
SIV with Jocky Sanderson
SIV 1: 14 to 17 March & SIV 2: 19 to 22 March

Learn with Sydney Paragliding and the most experienced 
SIV instructor in the world, Jocky Sanderson. Courses are 
three days in duration with a 4th day reserved in case of bad 
weather. Max. group size 10 pilots, so book early to avoid 
disappointment. Contact <Jocky@Jockysanderson.com> or 
<Roger@SydneyParagliding.com>.

Phil Campbell with a territorial eagle at Lake Bullen 
Marie in Western Victoria on Boxing Day 2014

Photo: Will Faulkner
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All correspondence, including 
changes of address, member- 
ship renewals, short term 
memberships, rating forms 
and other administrative 
matters should be sent to:

HGFA National Office
4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor East VIC 
3033, &➲ 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177 
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.au].

HGFA Operations Manager
Brett Coupland &➲ 0417 644633 <brett.
coupland@hgfa.asn.au> <manager.
operations@hgfa.asn.au>.

HGFA Administrative Manager

Trene Randles &➲03 9336 7155 <office@hgfa.
asn.au> <trene.randles@hgfa.asn.au>.

➲➲  For information about site ratings, sites 
and other local matters, contact the appro-
pri ate State asso ciations, region or club.

HGFA Committee  
of Management
Pres: Sun Nickerson <president@hgfa.asn.au>  
<sun.nickerson@hgfa.asn.au> &➲0466 399850.

Greg Lowry <president@hgfa.asn.au>  
<greg.lowry@hgfa.asn.au> &➲0400 759105.

V-Pres: Rick Williams <vicepresident@hgfa.
asn.au> <rick.williams@hgfa.asn.au> .

Sec: <secretary@hgfa.asn.au> 

Trs: Grant Cassar <treasurer@hgfa.asn.au>  
<grant.cassar@hgfa.asn.au>.

Committee Members:

Alex Jones <alex.jones@hgfa.asn.au>.

Brian Webb <brian.webb@hgfa.asn.au>  
&➲0417 530972.

John Twomey <john.twomey@hgfa.asn.au> &➲
0419 892992.

Peter Allen <peter.allen@hgfa.asn.au>.

Committee: <committee@hgfa.asn.au>.

Regions
ACT HG & PG Association
[www.acthpa.org]. Pres: Alistair 
Dickie <alnrelly@gmail.com> 0422 
970408; VPres: Geoff Robertson 
<geoffrobertson@grapevine.com.
au>; Trs: Aimee Nizette <treasurer.
acthpa@gmail.com>; Sec: Zhenshi 

van der Klooster <zhenshi@mac.com>; 
Committee: Dave Hanna <newgenisus@
gmail.com>; Howard Taylor <howardtaylor.
ad@gmail.com>. Meetings: 1st Tue/month 
7.30pm Canberra Labor Club, Weston Creek.

Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.
PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936 <hgawa@
hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South 0417 930142 
<ronwaysouth@yahoo.com.au>; VPres: 
Tom Marwick; Sec: Richard Breyley 0417 
986896 <richardbreyley@iinet.net.au>; Trs: 
Sam Clark; Club Reps: Simon Shuttleworth 
(Albany), Richard Breyley (Dust Devils), Mike 
Duffy (Western Soarers), Rick Williams (Hill 
Flyers), Aron Crowhurst (Non Club Rep).

NSW Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association
PO Box 1238, Baulkham Hills NSW 1755 
<executive@nswhpa.org>. Pres: Ralf Gittfried 
<president@nswhpa.org> 0466 566288; 
VPres/PO: Nir Eshed <VicePresident@
nswhpa.org> 0423 422494; Sec: Fred Crous 
<Secretary@nswhpa.org> 0425 227 075; 
Trs: Graeme Cran <treasurer@nswhpa.org> 
0487 205171; Committee: Brett Coupland,  
David Holmes, Tony Dennis, Chris Clements, 
Allan McMillan, Louis Klein, Michael Stott.

North Queensland State Association
PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881. Pres: Bob  
Hayes 0438 710882 <flying@cairnshang 
glidingclub. org>; VPres: Daniel Keech 0427 
888893 <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Sec/Trs:  
Tracey Hayes, PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881,  
0418 963796 <info@azurephotography.
com>; PG rep: Brett Collier 0431 151150.

Queensland Hang Gliding Association
PO Box 61, Canungra QLD 4275. Pres: Kenneth  
Hill 0418 188655 <ken@hanggliding 
queensland.com>, Sec/Trs: Rod Stead 0428 
132215 <roderick.stead@rpsgroup.com.au>.

South Australian HG/PG/ML Association
PO Box 6260, Hallifax St, Adelaide SA <sahga.
exec@gmail.com>. Pres: Stuart McClure  
0428 100796; Sec/Trs: Rob Woodward  
0408 808436.

Tasmanian HG & PG Association
PO Box 268, Lindisfarne TAS 7015, [THPA.
org.au]. Pres: Ramon Brasnja 0419 652693 
<beatclepto@hotmail.com>; VPres: Keith 
Wales 0407 516845 <giligan42@hotmail.
co.uk>; Sec/Trs: Rob Steane 0418 146137 
<robsteane@netspace.net.au>.

Victorian HG & PG Association
PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa. 
org.au]. Pres: Rob van der Klooster 0408 335 
559 <president@vhpa.org.au>; Sec: Stephen 
Norman 0407 250571 <secretary@vhpa.
org.au>; Trs: Stephen Leake 0409 553401 
<treasurer@vhpa.org.au; SO: Kevin Grosser 
0419 022225 <safetyofficer@vhpa.org.au;  
Site Dev. Officer: Mark Pike 0408 801356 
<mark.pike@baesystems.com>; Committee: 
Brian Webb 0417 530972 <brianmwebb@
alpineinfotech.com.au>; Jan Bennewitz (Web 
master) 0423 139923 <jan.bennewitz@
gmail.com>; Anthony Meechan 0407 163796 
<meeks65@yahoo.com.au>; Nigel Streeter 
<nstreeter@bigpond.com>.

New South Wales
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.
[bmhgc.blogspot.com] Pres: Jan  
Tupy 0425 228286 <jan@mta 
travel.com.au>; Sec: Alexander Drew  
0423 696677 <revant01@yahoo.
com.au>; Trs: Michael Roelens 0406  
523841 <michael.roelens@gmail.

com>, 0407 814524; SSO: HG – Allan Bush 
0407 814524 <bethandallen@bigpond.
com>, PG – Che Golus 0429 432031 <chegolus 
@gmail.com>. Meetings: Contact President.

Central Coast Sky Surfers 
PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261, [www.  
centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres: Rod Burke  
0401 923923 <president@centralcoast 
skysurfers.com>; VPres: Javier Alvarez 0418  
116681 <vice president@centralcoastsky 
surfers.com>; Sec: Geoff Bednal 0418 468 
065 <secretary@centralcoastskysurfers.
com>; Trs: Phillip Wheen <treasurer@central 
coastskysurfers.com>, SSOs: Javier Alvarez  
0418 116681 <mediacentralcoastsky 
surfers.com>, John Harriott 0412 442705 
<nationalparksliaisoncentralcoastskysurfe
rs.com>. Meetings: 1st Thu/month, 7:30pm, 
Erina Leagues Club, Ilya Ave, Erina. 

East Oz Microlight Club Inc.
PO Box 27, Morpeth NSW 2321. Pres: Raymond 
Sparkes 0433 917011; VPres: Andrew Swan 
0421 204695; Sec: Jeanette Sparkes 0404 
487802; Trs: Wayne Perry 0427 383803.

Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres: 
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1 
@bigpond.com>; Sec: John Parsons; SSO: Tim 
Causer 0418 433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: Michael 
Porter 0415 920444 <porter.michael60@
gmail.com>; VPres/SSO: James Ryrie 0417 491 
150 <James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Elston  
0428 480820 <elston.mark@gmail.com>.

Lake Macquarie Flyers Club Inc.
Pres: Stephen Robertson 0457 123102; 
VPres: Krizzo Becker 0420 479008; Sec/Trs: 
Paul Cox 0421 072897.

Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.
PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.org. 
au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness 02 6785 
6545 <godfrey@flymanilla.com>, VPres/Sec/
Trs: Bob Smith 0428 317735 <bobskisan@gm 
ail.com>, SSOs: Mark Russell 0434 895185 (HG).

Mid North Coast Flyers Inc
470 Ocean Drive, Laurieton NSW 2443 [www.
midnorthcoastflyers.com.au] <mncflyers@
hotmail.com>. Pres: Daniel Rose 0411 897255; 
VPres: Murray Dawes 0487 177928, Sec: 
Phil Searle 0418 448645. Site info: SSO David 
Wainwright 0429 844961 or SSO Chris Rogers 
0407 918099.

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
93 Wommara Ave, Belmont Nth NSW 2280; 
[www.nhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Peter Swift 
0412 879960 <president@nhgc.asn.
au>; VPres: Dustan Hansen 0402 791231 
<vicepresident@nhgc.asn.au>; Sec: Frans 
Henskens 0406 344514 <secretary@nhgc.
asn.au>; Trs: Allan McMillan 0400 637070 
<treasurer@nhgc.asn.au>; SOs: John Dingle 
(Coast) 0411 100884, Don Gardner (Inland) 
0425 304624; News letter: <editor@nhgc.
asn.au>. Meetings: Last Wed/month 7:30pm  
South Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn St, Merewether.

Newcastle Paragliding Club
Pres: Neil Bright 0412 689067 <tojofly@
iprimus.com.au>; VPres: Robert Lackner 
0407 934808 <rlackner@bigpond.net.
au>; Sec: Andrew Burchell 0403 772563 
<andrewburchell1@gmail.com>; Trs: Joshua 
Ludwick & Adam Andrews; SSO: Bob Lane 
0490 349441 <bob.lane55@hotmail.
com>. Contact: Andrew Dempsey <andrew_
stuckbackhereinaustralia@yahoo.com.au>.
Meetings: Last Tue/month, 7pm, Hexham 
Bowling Club.

Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc
Unit 8, 8 Parriwi Road, Mosman NSW 2088. 
Pres: Ray Firth 0425 314735 <rayfirth@gmail.
com>; VPres: Michael Lamb 0422 611318 
<lamykiwi@optusnet.com.au>; Sec: Gregory 
Evans 0422 688491 <evans100@optusnet.
com.au>; Trs: Alan Taylor 0434 882834 
<alan@2t4l.com>; SSO: Doug Sole 0412 
728959 <dougsole@optusnet.com.au>. 

Northern Rivers HG & PG Club
PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrghpgc.net], <nrhgphc@gmail.com>. Pres:  
Mick Hill 0416 286626 [mick.kingscliff 
trading@gmail.com]; VPres: Brian Rushton 
0427 615950 <byronair@optusnet.com.au>; 
Sec: Gavin Hartel <nrhgpgc@gmail.com>; Trs: 
James McEwan 0437 368999 <nrhgpgc@
gmail.com>; Sites: Col Rushton 0458 120010 
<colinrushton@upnet.com.au>; Council 
Liaison: Neil Mersham 0408 441742 <neil_
mersham@hotmail.com>; SSO (PG): Lindsay 
Wooten 0427 210993 <lindsaywootten@
bigpond.com>; SSO (HG): Andrew Polidano 
0428 666843 <andrew@poliglide.com>; 
PR: Jan Smith 0438 876926 <jansmith.
cloudnine@gmail.com>. Meetings: Byron Bay 
RSL Club, 7pm, 2nd Fri/month.

All clubs please check details in this section carefully
Could all clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details 
of their Executive Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific 
attention is directed to the listing of SSOs and SOs for the clubs. 

All clubs and nominated Senior SOs and SOs
Please confirm all SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office 
<office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that those holding these appointments 
have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive notices and 
correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required 

to be endorsed by clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if 
confirmation is not received, those listed in the database where no current forms or 
confirmation is held, the appointment will be taken as having expired.
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NSW Sky Hawks
Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@
ppgaustralia.com>; VPres: Tony Dennis 0418  
574068 <fly@trikefan.com>; Sec: William 
Olive 0412 423133 <William.Olive@hne 
health.nsw.gov.au>; Trs: John Jablonskis 
0407 935785 <johnjj27@hotmail.com>.

The Pico Club Inc. (Paramotor Club)
[www.thepico.com.au]. Pres: Andrew 
Shipley 0407 511451; VPres: Justin Shaw 
0407 884351 <jkshaw1@gmail.com>; Sec: 
Jos Weemaes 0488 693788; Trs: Andrew 
McCarthy <natmarks@tpg.com.au>; PO: Jeff 
Hoffmann 0429 206233 <jandlhoffman@
bigpond.com>; Web: Andrew Shipley 0407 
511451 <andrewshipley@netspace.net.au>.

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club
PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508, [www.
flystanwell.com]; Pres: Yianie Tiliacos 
0422 776060 <yts@exemail.com.au>; 
VPres: Martin Wysocki 0409 959691 
<hollywood@hollywoodparagliding.com>; 
Sec: Dave Bateman 0414 845587 <dave@
davebatemanphoto.com>; Trs: John Scicluna 
0404 070702 <jps_64@yahoo.com>; 
SSO: Mark Mitsos 0408 864083 <SSO@
flystanwell.com>.

Sydney Hang Gliding Club
[www.sydneyhangglidingclub.org.au] <shgc 
@live.com.au>. Pres/SO: Ken Stothard 
<kstothar@optusnet.com.au>; VPres: Vicki 
Cain <Vicki@moyes.com.au>; Sec: Bruce 
Wynne <bwynne@bigpond.net.au>; Trs: John 
Selby <jselby@pivit.net.au>; SSO: Doug Sole 
<dougsole@optusnet.com.au>; Snr 1st Aid: 
Martin Wielecki <lastradaphoto@hotmail.
com>. Meetings: Juniors @ the Junction, Anzac 
Pde, Maroubra, 8pm 3rd Wed/month.

Sydney Paragliding & Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103 [www.
flysydney.org]. Pres: Kirsten Seeto 0450 
887857 <kirsten.flys@gmail.com>; VPres: 
Martin Joyce 0411 407974 <cemjoy@gmail.
com>; Sec: Nicholas Loveday 0434 057727 
<nicholas.loveday@me.com>; Trs: Sundra 
John <sundrajohn@gmail.com>; Committee: 
Sarah Pitchford, James Mills, Greg Hurst, 
David Holmes; SSOPG: David Holmes 0408 
366505 <ny_studios@hotmail.com>; SSO
PPG: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@
ppgaustralia.com>; SSOHG: Rohan Taylor 
0425 268080 <rohantaylor@yahoo.com>. 
Meeting: Harbord Bowling Club, Bennett St, 
Freshwater, 7pm, 1st Tue/month (except 
January).

Queensland
Caboolture Microlight Club
50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres: 
Derek Tremain 07 33957563 <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254 
<crezzi@lineone.net>; SO: Graham Roberts 
07 32676662 <trike@tpg.com.au>.

Cairns Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 661 Smithfield QLD 4878 <flying@
cairnshangglidingclub.org>, [www.cairnshang 
glidingclub.org]. Pres: Vanessa Spark 
<maxidog6@bigpond.com>; Sec: Tracey Hayes 
<info@azurephotography.com.au>; Trs: Daniel 
Keech <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Committee: 
Ted Powell, Brod Osborne, Joe Reyes.

Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc. 
asn.au]. Pres: Sim Bailey 0418 440117 
<president@chgc.asn.au>; VPres/SSO HG: 
Ken Hill 0418 188655 <vicepresident@
chgc.asn.au>; Sec/ Grants Officer: Gregory 
Moczynski 0438 253685 <secretary@chgc.
asn.au>; Trs: Steve Monson 0407 597096 
<treasurer@chgc.asn.au>; Grants Officer:  
Matt Cage 0410 589800; SSO PG: Phil Hystek 
0418 155317, 07 55434000 (h), Brandon 
O’Donnell 0416 089889.

Capricornia Paraflyers Inc
C/O Shayne TowersHammond, 3 Waterline 
Way, Rosslyn QLD 4703. Pres/SSO: 
Shayne TowersHammond 0434 544148 
<shayne.16@hotmail.com>; Sec: Bill 
Gonch; Trs: Fraser Strain; SOs: Fraser 
Strain, Kent Gosden; CFI: JeanLuc Lejaille  
<rainbow_flyer@hotmail.com> 0418 754157.

Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.
’The Lagoons’ Comet River Rd, Comet QLD  
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438  
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec: James  
Lowe 0418 963315 <j.lowe@cqu.edu.au>; 
Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699 <jaw12@
bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wall 0427 177 
237 <jonathon.a.wall@team.telstra.com>; 
SSO: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187, 07 49387607. 
Towing Biloela: Paul Barry 07 49922865 
<prbarry@tpg.com.au>.

Conondale Cross-Country Club
[www.conondaleflyers.asn.au/] Pres: Shane 
Gingell 0417 619167 <fly@SEQparagliding.
com>; VPres: James Barr 0400 774153 
<jimmibarr@gmail.com>; Sec: Brett Jensen 0417 
792840 <jeno72au@yahoo.com>; Trs: Dave Todd 
0400 774153 <Chameleon076@gmail.com>. 

Dalby Hang Gliding Club
13 Cottman St, Buderim QLD 4556. Pres: Bruce 
Crerar <annie.bruce@bigpond.com>; Sec/Trs: 
Annie Crerar 0418 711821 <annie.bruce@
bigpond.com>; SSO: Bruce Crerar.

Duaringa Flying Club Inc
PO Box 76, Duaringa QLD 4712. Pres: Paul 
Barry 0499 22865 <prbarry@tpg.com.
au>; Sec/Trs: Tim Osborn 0499 310902 
<Timothy.J.Osborn@bigpond.com.au>

Fly Killarney Inc
[http://flykillarney.com.au/]. Pres: Scott 
Farrell 0439 754303 <scott308@rocketmail.
com>; VPres: Dave Gibbs; Trs/Sec: Paul 
McCullough <plrmcc@yahoo.com.au>.

Paradise Flyers Inc.
Pres: Ben Darke 0418 753220 <ben@water 
bed.com.au>; Sec: Brett Paull 0435 203153 
<101airbourne@gmail.com>; Trs: Grant Cassar 
07 33327535 <grantcassar@iinet.net.au>.

Sunshine Coast Sports Aviators Inc.
PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach QLD 4581; <para 
glidingsunshinecoast.com>. Pres: John Vasta 
<president@paraglidingsunshinecoast.
com>; VPres & SSO (HG): Dave Cookman 0427 
498753; Trs: Mike Edgson; Sec: Paul Green 
0412 376719; SSO (PG): JeanLuc Lejaille 
0418 754157, 07 54863048.

Wicked Wings Toowoomba HG & PG Club
[www.wickedwings.com.au]. Pres: Joe 
Colfs 0422 587636 <joe_colfs@hotmail.
com>; VPres: Brendan McKenzie, 0401 
769712 <brendan86@live.com.au>; Trs: 
Craig Dunn; Sec: Sonya Fardell 0415 156256. 
<soyafardell@yahoo.com.au>.

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club
Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax: 
07 49555122 <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.

Northern Territory
Alice Springs Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club
Alice Springs NT 0870. Pres: Richard Binstead 
0422 956967 <rbinstead@gmail.com>.

Victoria
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Peter 
Hannah; SSO: Rob van der Klooster 0408 
335559, Jan Bennewitz 0423 139923. 
Meetings: 1st Fri/month, venue see [www.
dynasoarers.vhpa.org.au].

Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 5278, South Melbourne VIC 3205 
[www.mhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Dave Moore 0432 
152101 < dave.moore04@googlemail.
com>; Sec: Johannes Straub; Trs: Noel Bear 
0425 801813 <Treasurer@mhgc.asn.au>; 
SSO: Glenn Bachelor; Committee: Pete Cass, 
Neale Halsall & Glenn Bachelor. Meetings: 3rd 
Wed/month, Tower Hotel, 686 Burwood Rd, 
Hawthorn East VIC 3123. 

North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 317, Bright VIC 3741. Pres: Andrew 
Horchner 0427 807516 <clearapm@gmail.
com>; Sec: Kieran Schultz 0468 941652 
<kdmschultz@hotmail.com>; Trs: Barb 
Scott 0408 844224 <scott.bj@gmail.com>; 
Committee: Bill Brooks; Pedram Shiary; Wally 
Arcidiacarno; SSO: Karl Texler 0428 385144; 
<brightvt@netc.net.au>. Meetings: [nevhgc
membersforum@googlegroups.com].

Skyhigh Paragliding Club
[www.skyhighparagliding.org]. Pres: 
Chris Noye <pres@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; VPres: Matthew Hall <vp@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Trs: Matthew 
Gruba <tres@skyhighparagliding.org.au>; 
Sec: Peter Sapiej <sec@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; M’ship: Paul Larkin <mem@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Nov Rep: Lane 
Delany <nov@skyhighparagliding.org.
au>; Site Dev: Adam Young; Web: Romann 
Kudinoff <wm@skyhighparagliding.org.
au>; Merch: Javier Rebage <merchrep@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; SSO: Matthew 
Hall 0418 517407. Meetings: 1st Wed/month 
7:30pm Retreat Hotel, 226 Nicholson St, 
Abbotsford. No meeting in Nov or Jan.

Southern Microlight Club Inc.
[www.southernmicrolightclub.com.au]  
Pres: Tony Batson <president@southernmicro 
lightclub.com.au>; Sec: Steve Bell <secretary 
@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>; Trs:  
George Vassis <treasurer@southernmicrolight 
club.com.au>; Newsletter: Trevor Lane <trevor 
@teknological.com.au>; Web: Steve Bell 
<webmaster@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>.

Victorian Air Hogs
[http://groupspaces.com/AirHogs], Forum: 
[http://skypirates.freeforums.org/]. Club 
for WSM, PPG & PHG pilots. Contact: Bohdan 
Philippa <bohdan392@gmail.com>.

Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club
PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc. 
org]. Pres: Dean Bayley 0408 548651; VPres: 
Greg Beglehole 0408 335559 <greg@heating 
andcooling.com.au>; Sec: Phillip Campbell; Trs:  
Richard Carstairs 0409 066860 <rcarstairs@
optushome.com.au>; SSO: Rohan Holtkamp 
0408 678734 <rohan@dynamicflight.com.
au>; Site Committee Chairperson: Steve 
Norman; Committee: James Wynd, Will 
Faulkner. Meet ings: Last Sat/month, The 
Golden Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.

Western Australia
Albany Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club
SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556;  
Sec: John Middleweek 08 98412096, fax:  
08 98412096.

Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.
Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA 
6051. Pres/SSO: Rod Merigan 0439 967971 
<rmerigan@paraglidewesternaustralia.com.
au>; VPres/SO: Gabriel Bressan <gabebres@
yahoo.com.au>; Sec/Trs: Colin Brown 
0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond.com>. 
Meetings: Last Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne 
Park Bowling Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.

Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.
[www.dustdevils.itaustralia.org]. Pres/SSO 
Kalgoorlie: Murray Wood <muzel71@bigpond.
net.au>, 0427 328638; Trs: Phil Clarkson <phil.
clarkson@hotmail.com.au>, 0405 144475; 
Sec: Duncan Dekoning <chickendekoning@
hotmail.com>. SSO Perth: Mark Stokoe 
<wrx2002@iinet.net.au>, 0414 932461.

Hill Flyers Club Inc.
<hillf lyers@tpg.com.au>. Pres/SSO: Rick 
Williams 0427 057961; Sec/SSO: Gary 
Bennet 0412 611680; SSO: Gavin Nicholls 
0417 690386, Mike Ipkendanz 08 92551397, 
Dave Longman 08 93859469. Meetings held 
on site during club flyins at York, Toodyay.

WA Sky Pirates (PPG)
Pres: Mark Wild <mwild@gastech.com.au> 
0411 423923; Trs: Mark Hayton <mark.
hayton@riotinto.com> 0439 513465; 
Sec: Kevin Hatten <kevinhatten@bigpond.
com> 0419 845509; SSOs: Mark Wild 0411 
423923, Gordon McCabe 0407 776462.

Western Microlight Club Inc.
Pres: Brian Watts 0407 552362; VPres: 
Keith Mell 08 97971269; Sec: Paul Coffey 
0428 504285; CFI: Brendan Watts: 0408 
949004.

Western Soarers 
PO Box 483, Mt Hawthorn WA 6915; [www.
westernsoarers.com]. Pres: Michael Duffy 
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; VPres: Jason 
Kath <jkath@bigpond.net.au>; Sec: Cyril 
Eliopulos <wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; Trs: 
Greg Lowry <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>; SSOs: 
Shaun Wallace, Gavin Nicholls, Matty Coull, 
Rick Williams, Michael Duffy. Meetings: 
See [http://au.groups.yahoo.com/group/
western_soarers/].
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Western Australia
Australia Wide Services

Certified Paraglider 
Repairer  
Testing & Repairs
➲➲  Comprehensive testing  

and repairs to all 
paragliders

➲➲  Fully equipped service and 
repair agents for: Advance, 
Aerodyne, Airwave, BioAir, Gin, Gradient, Mac Para, 
Niviuk, Nova, Ozone, Paratech, Sky, Skywalk, Swing, 
UP

➲➲  Full written report 
➲➲  Harness repair and modifications
➲➲  Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
➲➲  Parachute repacking
➲➲  Orders taken from anywhere in Australia, New 

Zealand and Asia
➲➲  Prompt turnaround

Paragliding Repair Centre
93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330

Mob: 0417 776550 
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com> 

Web: [www.waparagliding.com]

Photo: Werner Luidolt

Professional Paragliding
➲➲ Tandem Introductory Flights
➲➲ Paragliding Courses and Certifications
➲➲ Pilot Development Clinics
➲➲ Free Introduction course
➲➲ Tandem Endorsements
➲➲ Sales and Service

Dealer for Swing Icom Bräuniger Icaro
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd

Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412271404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au> 
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]

New South Wales
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New South Wales

Poliglide Paragliding 
Specialising in  

Motorised Paragliding since 2001
➲➲ SIV, towing, confidence building specialist.
➲➲ HG to PG conversions.
➲➲ ➲Sales and service of paragliding and motorised 

paragliding equipment.
➲➲ ➲Sport and Exercise Science trained.

➲

Importer of Swing  FreshBreeze motors Crispi Boots 
gliders since 1999 since 2001 since 2001

Reseller of Flytec & Icom

www.poliglide.com.au
0428 666 843
Andrew Polidano CFI
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Rainbow Paragliding•APCO Australia
Offering the full range of APCO equipment

APCO Aviation three years/250 hours warranty  
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique  

in the industry. Customer service and 100% satisfaction 
guarantee. Test centre for APCO gliders 

<shop@paraglidingrainbow.com>
➲➲  Established since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based 

on the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school 
has access to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate 
in the Cooloola National Park including Teewah and 
world famous Rain bow Beach. In the Sunshine State, 
we fly all year round, 60km crosscountry flights 
have been achieved in winter!

➲➲  FULL LICENCE COURSE – Strictly only four stu dents per 
instructor, for quality personalised tui tion at your 
own pace, between eight to 10 days.

➲➲  REFRESHER COURSE – Groundhandling, top landing or 
asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with the 
experts.

➲➲  INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR 
ENDORSEMENT – We have the sites, the weather and 
the knowledge. 

➲➲  SALES AND SERVICES – New and secondhand, trade
in, maintenance and repairs.

➲➲  YOUR INSTRUCTORS: JeanLuc Lejaille, CFI and senior 
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue 
in Australia), over 5000 student days’ experience, 
instructing since 1995.

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192 
Rainbow Paragliding – APCO Australia

PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581

Ph: 07 5486 3048 – 0418 754 157 
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com> 

[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]

PARAGLIDING CENTRE
We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely renowned as 
Australia’s best flying region. Bright has been host to 
numerous Australian & international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the best, 
our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian Paragliding 
Champion) has been involved in paragliding since 1990 & 
instructing for over 10 years.

Courses
➲➲ Introductory & HGFA licence course
➲➲ Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
➲➲ SIV courses
➲➲ Tow courses
➲➲ XC tandem flights
➲➲ Equipment Sales

We are now conducting SIV courses.  
See website for details.

Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves, 
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Active Flight 
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854455 

[www.activeflight.com.au]

Located only one hour north of Brisbane, SEQ Paragliding 
is the most active paragliding school in QLD, spending 
more days on site teaching than anyone else. Utilising 
both hill and tow launching, with sites both inland and 
coastal, gives us the widest range of usable weather 
and our student a very well rounded set of flying skills. 

We offer a number of services:
➲➲  Tandem paragliding experiences
➲➲ 3 day intro to paragliding course
➲➲ Full learn to paraglide course
➲➲ Paragliding refresher course
➲➲ Tow endorsement course
➲➲ Learn to thermal course
➲➲ SIV skills development course
➲➲ Acro training sessions

We only use and sell top quality  
high performance equipment.

For supply of all your flying needs and accessories  
check out our website:

[www.SEQParagliding.com] or  
Email <fly@SEQParagliding.com> 
Ph: 0417 619 167

QueenslandVictoria Queensland

Canungra Sky Sports
Gold Coast 

[www.canungraskysports.com.au]
Hang gliding & Paragliding School 

CFI: Lisa Bradley PG & HG

Contact: 
<info@canungraskysports.com.au> 

Phone: 0457 287 200

+
Capricorn Sky Sports

Rockhampton
Hang gliding & Paragliding School 

CFI: Lisa Bradley PG & HG

Contact: 
<lisa@extremeair.co.nz> 

Phone: 0457 287 200
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Hang Gliders & Equipment
Litespeed 4s, only 120 hrs, in very very good condition, purple 
& yellow, very nice looking glider, all carbon inside – $4800, 
spare DT, three bags. Contact: Rob & 0418 975892. 

Lightspeed 4s, 120 hrs, in great condition, all carbon inside 
wing incl. outboards – $4500. Contact: Rob & 0418 975892. 

RX3.5, carbon (everything but keel & basebar). All carbon 
inserts. 130 hrs over six comps, less packups, so sail in great 
condition. No damage. XC bag plus 2 spare DTs, Code zero – 
$6200. Based in Perth  free shipping container. Contact: Vic 
& 0429 039006. 

WW U2 160. Great towing, easy launch and landing with 
superb handling. Great Int/Adv glider. Spare DT, blue & white. 
UVM (Mylar) LE, Hydranet TE. VGC – $4000 ono or $4500 with 
Bräuniger Compeo. Contact: <drgates@bigpond.net.au> or & 
0427 000553. 

Microlights & Equipment
Airborne Edge 2003 Streak 2B & trailer. 310 hrs, blue top, Rotax 
582, Bolly prop, helmets & intercom. Hangared at Innisfail. 
Fantastic condition, full service history. Contact: John & 
0408 454493 or <jhappy@bigpond.net.au> for photos. 

General Classifieds

Kangook.com
The latest range of Kangook paramotors, Dudek Reflex 
paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares & your reserve 
parachute equipment all on our website for your inspection 
with prices. Contact: Ron &➲0403 975041.

Concertina Bag
PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 
concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA 

SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, [www.parasupply.com].

Press To Talk System
PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/
PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA 

SUPPLY/PTT sys, [www.parasupply.com].
 

Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified per person per issue will 
be accepted. Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office for membership verification/payment by email <office@hgfa.
asn.au>, fax: 03 93367177 or post: 4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor East VIC 3033. The deadline is the 1st of the month, one 
month prior to pub li cation date. Submitted classifieds will run for one issue. For consecutive publication, resub mission of the 
classified must be made, no advance bookings. When submitting a classified, remember to include your contact details (for 
prospective buyers), your HGFA membership number (for verifi ca tion) and the State under which you would like the classified 
placed. (Note that the above does not apply to com mer cial operators. Instructors may place multiple classified entries, but 
will be charged at usual advertising rates.)

Advertising Guidelines
All aircraft should be suitable for the intend ed use; this includes the skill level required for the specific aircraft being 
reflective of the pilot’s actual rating and experience. All members must adhere to the mainte nance requirements as 
contained in Section 9 of the Operations Manual and as provided by manufacturers. Secondhand equipment should 
always be inspected by an indepen dent person, an Instructor wherever possi ble. Advice should be sought as to the 
con di tion, airworthiness and suitability of the aircraft. It should include examination of mainte nance logs for the 
aircraft. It is unethical and a legally volatile situation for individuals to provide aircraft which are unsuitable for the 
skill level of the pilot, or aircraft that are unairworthy in any way.C
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